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Magistrates respond
to settlement offer

95

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
After meeting for more than an
hour in executive session Wednesday, the Calloway County Fiscal Court unanimously endorsed
a response to the settlement proposal submitted by a citizens'
group.
The four-page statement, written in the form of a letter to
county residents, was signed by
the four magistrates. County
Judge/Executive J.D. Williams
was on vacation and was not present for the meeting.
"This statement is in response
to the news release issued by the
citizens' group." said Paul Hayes,
attorney for the fiscal court. "The
statement speaks for itself and
talks about some of the issues."
The Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens issued
a proposal to the fiscal court in
mid-May as part of settlement
negotiations regarding the civil
lawsuit.
That proposal was released to
WSJP and the Paducah Sun by
the citizens' group May 26.
In his initial response to the
proposal, Hayes made a public
statement on behalf of the court
saying that the magistrates had
reviewed the proposal and
rejected it after determining that
several of the demands were not
in the best interests of the county.
Since the timing of the release
coincided with the Memorial Day
weekend, Hayes said the court
would make a public statement at
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GETTING THEIR KICKS: Vida Robertson and his wife Kelli use the old city park to work on
some Tae Kwon Do techniques Wednesday.

Mayfield lawyer to appeal
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A
public advocate representing a
man held in contempt for refusing to identify himself said she
will appeal a ruling that his
incarceration is legal and will
also appeal if he is convicted of a
seldom-used hitchhiking charge.
Attorney Lisa DeRenard of
Paducah also declined to say if
the man has identified himself to
her on an attorney-client basis.
The man, identified only as
John Doe, has spent 200 days in

a later date

the Graves County Jail on the the man as a "suspicious black
hitchhiking charge. Circuit Judge
male."
James Daughaday ruled on TuesThe man is to go on trial June
day that the man could be kept in
19 in Graves District Court.
jail until he identifies himself.
Because of the suspect's
DeRenard said her client, who
has refused to talk to police or silence, District Judge Royce
court officials, has served the Buck held the man in contempt
maximum 90-day sentence his of court and set bail at $100.
Buck said police needed the man
charge carried.
The man was arrested Nov. 19 to answer basic questions in order
on a charge of hitchhiking on a to conduct a background check
limited-access highway.
The arrest citation described • See Page 2

The citizens group. represented by Walter Steely, filed a
lawsuit an late March because the
group wants a review in which
decisions pertaining to the jail
project have been made.
After being approached by a
representative of the citizens'
group, the fiscal court directed
Hayes last month to pursue
negouations.
"We received the proposal bs
facsimile from Mark Medlin
(Steely's attorney)." Hayes said
in s Ledger interview-. "My
understanding was that I was to
present it to the court and then
the court would decide whether it
was in the best interests of the
citizens. Our impression was to
accept all or reject all of the
proposal."
Hayes said he based the "all or
nothing" interpretation on the following statement included in the
proposal: "If the fiscal court
accepts this proposal in as entirety. the Calloway County Concerned Citizens will cancel and
stop any and all litigation against
the fiscal court."
"Most of these issues have
been raised at previous times."
Hayes said. "Some of them such
as the jusenile facility and the
sheriff's department were issues
not raised in the lawsuit."
In the proposed settlement by
the citizens' group. the court was
asked to:
'Enact by ordinance an 8 cents
per $100 ad valorem tax to he

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
quick deal between President
Clinton and congressional Republicans seems likely over a vetoed spending-cuts bill that the
GOP says provides "real savings" and the White House says
amounts to "old politics."
In the first veto of his
27-month-old administration,
Clinton rejected the measure
Wednesday. He said the $16.4
billion it would cut from already
approved spending for this year
would slash education, environmental and housing programs too
deeply while sparing "pct congressional projects."
''That is old politics,' Clinton
said. "It is wrong."
House Majority Leader Dick
Armey conceded Republicans
didn't have the two-thirds majority needed to override the veto
and wouldn't even try. He
described the issues separating
the two sides as "a modest
difference."
"Now that the president seems
to be able to come to the table
and watt out the differences we
ought to be able to put it back
together and get it bock through
as quickly as possible." he said
this morning on Fox TV.
Republicans accused the pres -

dent of abandoning deficit reduction just as lawmakers begin the
far more daunting task of balancing the budget — and predicted it
would hurt him with the voters
next year.
"It is one of the nails that fits
into a coffin," said Rep. Jerry
Lewis, R-Calif., a senior member
of the House Appropriations
Committee.
"It is clear the White House
political handlers decided a veto
was needed to say President Clinton is relevant," said Haley Barbour, chairman of the Republican
National Committee.
But amid the tough talk, each
side said it wanted an agreement
and meetings were likely among
administration officials and top
congressional Republicans and
Democrats to try to strike a
compromise.
"I'm prepared to sit down with
the president and work out an
agreement," said House Appropriations Committee Chairman
Bob Livingston, R-La.
Indeed, the two sides have
common interests in reaching an
accord.
Clinton and Republicans are
eager to show they are adamant
about reducing the deficit. There
II See Page 2
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were to ctu.t .trt in%urin.c

premium us. iiwou1.1 not attekt
city residents. who Lurrcntls pa
a 9 5 percent insuran.e premium
tax
According to the court's
response. - lhe fiscal
court decided that the citizens of
Calloway Count) should he gi%en
the opportunits to choose which
tax they want to finance the new
tail, other than to arbitrarily
impose one of the taxes *Contact Itikhard Stephens of
the Department of Cormtions for
A third-parts opinion about the
site
"The tis,:al court has already
obtained apprmal of the site,
plans and specifications for the
new jail from the kentuay (orrections Cabinet, through its
program administrator, Itishard
Stephens," according to the
court's statement
'Cancel all contracts with Jim
Woodrum (construction manager)
and request return of all monies
• See Page 2

Governor
indicted by
grand jury

Both sides
want deal
on vetoed bill
By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer

used only tor the .onstru.tion
and equipping of the jail, related
juvenile facilities and sheriff's
department
currently. the ,ourt has passed
an ordinance placing the Ad salorem tax on the November ballot
If it fails, a 9 percent insurance
premium us will automatically
be imposed
Both soy and ..ounts residents
will %Me on the Li% 1,,ue It the

.41IP
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GETTING OUT: After having foot surgery and baing in bed for more than a month, Maxine Ward was
treated to lunch Wednanday in the Murray-Callaway County Park by her husband Ovie. The Wards were
celebrating their 50th wedding aniversary one day late bacause of Mrs. Ward's foot surgery

TVA audit concerns Congress
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
A federal audit critical of the
Tennessee Valley Authority's
financial Condition is stirring
concern in Congress.
"It's a very disturbing report
(and) is going to cause some
members here to take drastic
action on ... more controls over
TVA,•" predicted Rep. John Duncan Jr., a Republican whose dis-

LITTLE ROCK, Ark (AP) -Gov Jim Guy Tucker became the
most prominent figure indicted in
the Whitewater investigation
whon he was charged with lying
to get a S(X),000 Small BlISMCSS
Assoc iauon toan and trying to
dodge taxes.
The Democrat who succeeded
President Clinton as Arkansu
governor was indicted Wednesday along with William 1 Marks,
his partner in a Florida cable TV
venture The two men and Tucker's personal lawyer, John H.
Haley, also were charged with
conspiring to conceal the cable
venture's true value from the
Internal Revenue Service.
"I look forward to an aggressive presentation of the facts of
my business transactions in a
public forum." Tucker said in a
statement. "I am confident I wall
be vindicated."
Tucker attorney George Collins
said the governor has "absolutely
done nothing wrong" and will
plead innocent at his arraignment
sometime next week
If convicted on the felony
charges. Tucker and Marks would
each face up to 12 years in prison
and a $750.000 fine Tucker also
would have to resign He would
be replaced by Republican Lt
Gov Mike Huckabee.

tract includes TVA headquarters
v.hich TVA officials say would
in Knoxville
inevitably lead to 'TVA's first
The report last week from the
electric fate increase in eight
General Accounting Office quesyears.
tioned the federal power agency's
The report '!has sent up some
competitiveness and management
red flags that will attract the
of as still-growing $27 billion
attention of members of Condebt.
The Whitewater investigation
gress," agreed Sen. Bill Fnst, R•
Although it didn't make any
began as a probe of Clinton's ties
Tenn. "The bottom line on my
recommendations to Congress,
the audit offered several options •See Pogo 2
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HAIL DAMAGE
Paintless
Hail Repair
'No Paint or Bondo Used
'Keep Your Original Factory
Finish
'Save Money

*Save Time
*Most Insurance Claims
Accepted

DENTS USA
753-0302
621-A South 3rd Street
(Behind D&T Food Market)

Murray • Kentucky
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Salo Items Cash & Carry
Good Thai 6/14,95

/MYERS umber Co.
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Unfortunately. the hail hit
many roofs and did a lot of major damage.
Fortunately, were having a
sale on GAF roofing
shingles.

In the stalelliall. the magatraws said the court has already
accepted beds from sad catered
tato contracu with local centric ton for approximately 75 perceat
of the constrocuos on the mew
jail
In the conclusion of the court's
statement, the magistrates emphasized that the citizens have the
opportunity to vote on funding
for the jail in November.
-Whichever tax it chosen by
the ciuzcns of Calloway County.
the ordinance authorizing the tax
requires that the us be repealed
as soon as the indebtedness
incurred by the county to finance
the new jail is paid in full,"
according to the statement.
See the advertisement on page
7 of the Ledger for a verbatim
account of the statement.
• • • •
The citizens' group is sponsoring a county-wide petition drive
Saturday and will have petitions
available at various points
throughout the city and county.
The petition calls for the fiscal
court to create a special taxing
district that would impose a special ad valorem tax to provide for
the construction and the necessary equipping of the jail. The
proposed tax would be 8 cents
per $100 of assessed value and
would be tax deductible.

FROU PAGE 1
paid to turn except 810.000. hire
a licensed architect to design a
facility that would meet the
recommendations of Stephens
and hire a constructson manager
to oversee actual consuuction for
a stated fee The an:
and
consuiwuon manager must not be
from the same firm
According to the court's letter.
-The fiscal court has contracted
with Architecture Plus, Inc. to
design the new jail and to oversee
its construction .11 the fiscal
court were to reject the contracts,
the court would be in breach of
the terms of those contracts and
liable for damages."
eLook at redesigning the jail to
include sufficient space for the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department. After meeting with
Stephens, if his recommendations
include a joint juvenile facility,
meet with Marshall County
Judge/Executive Mike Miller to
discuss building and operating a
joint juvenile facility.
"The court did not pursue the
construction of a juvenile jail
upon learning of the potential
cost of building and maintaining
such a facility," according to the
statement.
•Use local subcontractors
whenever possible.

•John Doe's...
FROM PAGE 1
and to enable appointment of a
defense lawyer.
The man's fingerprints are not
on file with state or federal lawenforcement agencies, and no one
matching his description is
wanted by area police.
DeRenard also argued that
police incorrectly charged the
man, who apparently in a
transient.
DeRenard said that if the

courts compel the man to disclose
his identity or his address, he
might have to provide evidence
that could be used against him.
"We believe there is a competing interest to the demands that
he disclose his name or, likewise,
his address," she said. "That
interest is his right not to incriminate himself."
The man said Tuesday he had
no interest in being released from
jail and that he had done nothing
wrong.

•Audit...
FROM PAGE 1

Roofing Shingles
CASH 8 CARRY

III Magistrates...
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See Us First For AH Your Building Materials, Plumbing and Electrical Needs,

reading of the report is there
needs
to
more
be
accountability."
Duncan, while a TVA supporter, said he was most disturbed
by GAO's finding that TVA
"would have a cash flow problem if they did not have the
authority to borrow another
almost S4 billion. Things are not
in real good shape when they
make that kind of statement."
But Rep. Jimmy Quillen, dean
of the Tennessee delegation and
chairman of the TVA congressional caucus, had a differing
view. So did Rep. Bob Clement,
D-Tenn. and a former TVA board
member.
TVA already has improved
itself by cutting overhead and
trimming staffing levels, said
Quillen, a Kingsport Republican.
"It's a poorly drafted report,"
he said. "This report was obviously prepared by someone who
doesn't understand TVA. Those
who did it are still wet behind the

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
753-1725

Pick 3
4-5-3
Pick 4
7-3-9-5
Cash 5
2-7-8-20-2..5
Lotto
8-9-16-20-22-25

Sponsored by:

We Have Everything You Need
For A Beautiful Water Garden!

Shell

ears."
Clement, one of those requesting the audit, said it confirmed
his concern that TVA's financing
costs for its debt are much too
high — nearly double those of
neighboring utilities.
He predicted the audit will
prompt Congress to continue it
occasional oversight of the federal power agency's operations, but
not "to overreact. In the past
Congress has not micromanaged,
and I don't think they will in the
future."
Rep. Zach Wamp, a Republican from Chattanooga, said the
audit "raises questions about
TVA's ability to management its
debt ... at a bad time while we are
trying to defend" TVA's $140
million appropriation for economic development, river management and other nonpower
programs.

WKMS off air;
expected to be
back on today
WKMS-FM 91.3, Murray State
University's public radio station,
has been off the air since Wednesday at 6 p.m.
The transmitter apparently took
a direct lighting hit during a
storm. ERI Tower of Evansville
is sending a cew to assess the
damage.
WKMS will resume service to
customers of Murray-Mayfield
Cabclevision on cable channel 11
dunng the day today.
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Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
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•Chargrill Burorr•
Ste-akos Fish, Chk ken I•ork Chops
•Dally Lunch
Dinner Spey tails •Iiike Outs Available

& Bog Plants

Hours: Sun. 5:30-2; Mon. Closed; 'rues.-Thurs. 5:30-7;
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Miry OM scrum tram 'Happy Ficsiders- • I /• mike from Murray • 759 9030

• Garden Flags
• Bird Houses
• Bird Feeders

,6?-Plants to Attract
Butterflies &
Hummingbirds!
Butterfly Bush • Bee Balrl
Hone uckle • Trumpet Vine

Check out our new computer landscape program!
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III Vetoed ...
FROM PAGE 1
is no dispute between the president and the GOP about the
amount of the cuts; their differences are over but a small percentage of the bill's contents.
In addition, the measure contains new funds supported by
Republicans and Democrats
alike: $6.7 billion for California
and other states rocked by natural
disasters, about $250 million for
anti-terrorism activities, and $275
million to support Jordan's peace
efforts in the Middle East.
That leaves about $9 billion in
net deficit reduction, an amount
Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., called "real savings, an important down payment
on getting our country's financial
house in order." The deficit for
this year is running at a rate of
about $175 billion.
As he had last month as Congress completed work on the bill,
Clinton offered to sign the measure if lawmakers would restore
$1.4 billion of planned cuts in a
dozen social programs, including
education, crime prevention and
job training.

•Governor..
FROM PAGE 1
to a failed savings and loan,
Madison Guaranty, and the
Whitewater land development
venture. The Resolution Trust
Corp. has questioned whether
Madison funds were illegally
diverted to pay off the political
and personal debts of prominent
Arkansans, including then-Gov.
Clinton.
The indictments Wednesday
had nothing to do with Clinton or
the Whitewater venture.
The grand jury indictment was
announced by independent
counsel Kenneth Starr, who was
appointed in August to investigate Clinton's business dealings
in Arkansas.
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New Shipment
of Gift Items

AURORA. Ky. (AP) —
Aurora-Ross Fire Chief Jerry
Saris says he regrets the threehour delay in responding to a
grease fire that a homemaker
eventually exunguished herself.
Sul' said he and some other
members of the volunteer department were at work when the call
Caine in. Others were out of town
and some were fishing, he said.
Wanda Colson said she was
cooking chicken nuggets on the
stove Sunday afternoon and
turned her back for a few
minutes. When she returned to
the stove the grease was blazing.
She said she called 911, giving
her name and address, but no one
responded.
Colson said she put out the fire
using water and rags, but suffered
first- and second-degree burns on
her arms and hands.

To nsach all departments of the
newspaper, phone 753-1916.
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Assorted Vanties)
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Response
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Play opens Thursday at Playhouse in the Park

(AP) —
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The Music Man. which opens
tonight at the Playhouse in the Park.
is an okl-fashionecl. toe-tapping,
senumentalizoi, warm-heartcd, occasionally hilarious and wholly sausfying American musical comedy.
The show is set in the fictional
community of River City, Iowa.
population 2,212. where cigarettes
are illegal and the arrival of a new
pool table at the billiard parlor is
cause for parental concern.
The plot pokes fun at small-town
foibles like self-important politicians, gossipy neighbors, and amateur theatrics while it cherishes
small-town values like decency and
integrity and fairness. In short,
River City, Iowa is a good place to
raise children. Perhaps it's not
unlike Murray at the turn of the
century.
The Playhouse in the Park is
Murray's community theater — no
one performs for money or for
course credit. The actors take part
because they love it, and they're a
cross-section of our population —
lawyers and secretaries are on stage
with teachers and students; kids
barely old enough to read an audition notice run lines with retirees.
And so, for this production, we
have the community of Murray
playing the role of River City. It's
typecasting.
The show is energized with the
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enthusiasm and high spirits ol
tssenty talented young people. ages
7 to 19, who arc cheerfully losing
un five weeks of their summer
vacation to wade through ensile...A
rehearsals and twelve performances.
They're expected to be punctual,
followlhe rules, memorize pages of
dialogue, and take directions from
adults who sound suspiciously like

A performance in honor of Joe
and Ruth Jackson will be presented
in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre on
the Murray State University campus
on Monday, June 19, at 8 p.m.
Leaders and avid supporters of
cultural endeavors in the region, the
Jacksons have incurred serious
medical disabilities in the last year.
In consideration of the expenses
involved, a group of their friends
conceived the idea of this benefit
performance.
"It is a pleasure to arrange something that will help Joe and Ruth at
this time," said Marcie Johnson, a
member of the planning committee.
"Ruth has been adviser to our
international students at Murray
State University for the past 15
years and a devoted contributor to
Playhouse in the Park. Joe was a
staff member at WKMS-FM and has
volunteered his services as pianist
for events all over the city for many
years," she noted.
The performance will feature

or..
nd loan,
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ilopment
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whether
illegally
political
imminent
hen-Gov.

their entrances and dance steps
So v.h) do they do iti
Seven-year -old Emi McFarland.
the soungeu cast member, says its

And its not because they have
nothing better to do.
Murray High sophomore Autumn Alcou is willing to skip a
family reunion, a church retreat, a
chance to see her sister on stage in
Lexington, and a lot of babysitung
money because "it's been my dream
to be in a musical." Seventh grader
Alan Clement doesn't mind giving
up good times with his friends
because "I can be fnends with the
people here."
Putting on a show is fun, but it's
hard work too — especially for the
people backstage. Fourteen-yearold Julie Hightower runs props — a
tricky task since she's dependent on
crutches to get around for a few
days. The six-piece band is all
teenagers; during the school year
they're members of the Murray High
School Marching Band. They play
at rehearsals, patiently repeating
snatches of songs so actors can time

•
some of the many talented friends of
the Jacksons. Among them will be
the "The Grumpy Old Men," a jazz
combo made up of Roger Reichmuth, saxophone; "H" Pruitte, keyboard; Jim Fern, bass; and Benji
Bohannon,drums."Dr. Vee and Dr.
Trey," a well-known comedy act, is
also included in the program, as
well as Ted Belue, guitarist/vocalist; Greg Aplin, actor; Isis Chaverri,
vocalist/guitarist; Marie Taylor,
pianist; Don Story, clarinetist; and
the Community Theatre Players.
Surprise guest artists are also likely
to be featured.
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Youngsters featured in the Playhouse in the Pant production of "The Music
Man" Include, left to right, Alan Clement, Jennifer Delancey, Rachel
Etheridge, Amber Young, Jennie Jones, Jenni Hopkins, EMI McFarland,
Jonathan Graves and Jonathan Young. The Music Man opens tonight. with
performances scheduled June 8-11, 15-18 and 22-25.

Call 759-1752
For Ticket Information
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A $10 per person contribution is
suggested at the door of the event.
Individuals unable to attend the
benefit are encouraged to send
donations in advance. The Murray
Rotary Club is assisting with the
collection. Donations should be forwarded to "Murray Rotary Club
Jackson Fund," P.O. Box 1369,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

Stihl 029. $50
'Nuff Said.
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the time each year we go through all our warehouses and
showrooms and pull everything that is old, discontinued, scratched or
just plain been here too long, and mark it down to Clear, regardless of
profit or loss!! Cash and Carry or Delivery can be arranged. Bring your
cars, trucks, vans, campers, wagons, trailers etc. and we will load it on
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Bedroom Suites
4 Piece

Mattress or
Box Spring

$48

$298

White They Last
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Day Beds
$198
Bed, Link Spring
Mattress

A

Just a few of the 100,000 Square feet of Savings yOU will find!

PADUCAH STORE

Off.

"Closeout Bedding
1/2 Price Less 10%
'Southwest Sofa & Love
Seat - Ove,5,zed
Now $688
Retail $3699
4 pc Dinette
Now S398
Row $859
*Maple China Cabinet
Now $498
Petal $999
*Wicker Chaise Lounge
No* $388
Road $1099
*Assorted Odd Night Stands
from $68
Group
4 pc Dinette
Now $194
Retail $297
*Samsonite Padded Chaise
Lounge
Closeout $199
Retail S411

Ktvancis
wok.
$7200

172.00

•Thomasville Rocker Recliner
Now $449
ota $T099
-Lane Double Reclining
Loveseat
Now $449
Retali $1099
Recliner
Chaise
tion
•Lane/Ac
As is 1248
F•etad $599
-Odd Headboards-Twin, Full,
From $68
Queen, King
'Oak Finish Bunk Bed
Now $444
Petal! $749
•Outsen Ann Wing Back Chair
Now $188
Pete' $349
'Right Arm Queen Sleeper
Retail $849

*Broyhill Sofa
Retail VW,

BEN'TON STORE
*Thomasville Sofa
Retail 51599

offing Beck Chairs-sews
Now $148
Now $499 Retain to wic

*Wrought Iron Table 0. Chairs
(Ajar,'
$59.9 Now $239
'Lane Rattan Sofa
Now $699
s1399
*Select Group of Pictures
Now 70% Off
soiwiso savinco
*Mattresses or Box Springs
AiIS higin•rua-Oussn-suise 151" OFF
41114/04ff Sofa Owen
ROM 1899

Now $399

*Zenith 27" Console Stereo TV
Now $599
Retail $899
•Thomasville Leather Sofa•
As Is $198 Ottoman Para,
'$5200 Now 1/2 Price
'La-Z-Boy Recliners
As is $388 Many cobra to &toot* from Now $198

'Select Group- Waterbed
ACCAGeOrlee, Me•Weee041. Lone('
and Padded Pawls row 75% Off
'Odd Occasional Chairs
14ow $78
Faaaas
•Odd Love Seeta-swiad Group
Now $198

Ratans to $899

•Traditionai Plaid Sofa
Now $348
Rita.' $999
Recliner
-Thomasville
Nora 1;288
isms $999
-All Accessories 1/2 Price
Friday I Saturday Only
'GE 18 Refrigerator Frost
Now $549
Fres noun $759

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!

litanton,
'armin9nations.

Thomasville]
Gallery

-Great Saw For Chores Around The Horne. Farm Or Ranch
-Smooth Running 3 3 Cu In Engine
-12.8 Lb. Powerhead
"Anti-Vibration System For Comfort
-Side-Access Chain Tensioning
-Lifetime Electronic Ignition Warranty
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Don't Miss 1st Big
Show of the Season

Just Think What You
Could Buy With All The
Money You Save!

>person
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Coven

and al; prop ,s;
Green Room
the free food at the .1%1 pans
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1995-96 Season Passes
On Sale Now
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There's something in it for you.
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The Arts& Humanities.
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because "Um son of a blabbermouth. and I'm not 4i). so this is a
place I fa Other kids ilaun their reward is
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Where there is no vision. the people perish.•
Pt TiLltittED flY MIRRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

Get ready for the special session
Ikar F.ditor:
Governor Jones has called for a special session of the legislature to be
t,c1,1 in late Jul) It seems that the state is ending this fiscal year with a
surplus of at least $44 mdbon an the General Fund.
according to Finance Secretary Cnt Luallai, the projection for the
Sie Revenue Cabinet is up by 12.8 percent. In ha testimony before the
icgislau.e Appropriations and Revenue Committee in Frankfort,
uallen presented figures showing that the projected economic growth
in Kentucky is 7.1 percent rather than the 4.6 projected after last quarter's
r.e.nue review was completed.
Nov. all that is very interesting, but what does it mean for the people of
Calloway County? Well, the Governor has indicated that he wants to
deal with the issue of juvenile cnmc an Kentucky. That's where
(.illoway Counts needs to take the initiative in this Special Session. We
l'usc nojuvenile facibues, nor any plans for any. Meanwhile the General
Assembly has approved the placement of a regional juvenile facility in
weoern Kentucky but has not yet appropriated funding for that facility.
Lawmakers. now realizing that this can be their best opportunity to
obtain stale funding for this facility are already calling for the funding to
he provided in this Special SeS.S100.
Marshall County has no juvenile facility. What a wonderful
opportunity this seems to be. If the legislators from our counties can get
together a plan to present to the Special Session — obviously there's a
good chance that we could land this facility with a bit of planning and
lobby mg.
So rather than transporting our juveniles all over the state and paying
SllX) a day for their confinement — we get the state to fund the
:onstruction of juvenile facilities for the region. But in order to capture
some of these funds we need to have a plan to present to the legislature
when the Special Session is called. That takes some work on the pan of
our Fiscal Court.
The Department of Corrections will provide expert consultation at no
cost to the county. Now is the time to begin that work: the Special
Session is only two months away. If our officials can put this plan
azether now,even if the funding is not available in the Special Session,
A.: II ha%e the plans ready to go when the Legislature convenes for its
rcgular SCV:1041 in January.
Now if you agree that this opportunity is one we need to take
ad.antage of — tell your elected officials. Call or write your Fiscal
Court members. Rep. Freed Curd and Sen. Jeff Green. We won't get the
fund, if we don't ask for them.
Kathy Lyons
Route 8 Box 886, Murray. Ky. 42071-8840
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htitund and I had the pro'lege of attending a special seminar
ciliated. 'Seeking Successful Strategies for Special Needs Students" on
Satur,Lo . May 11 at Murray Middle School.
Dr Bud Sark.vi. M.D. psychiatrist with advanced training in child
and adolescent psychiatry, spoke on the topic "Attention Deficit
iiperacti‘it) Disorder' (ADHD) and (ADD).
Children with ADHD have inappropriate degrees of inattention,
oscra.tls ity and impulsivity. Dr. Sarkan explained the child absolutely
cannot help his inattention and behavior! These children have trouble
reading and remembenng what they have read. They are at a
disadvantage as mach as a child who is a diabetic. Both need medication,
tc.atsncnt. compassion and understanding.
Ms Wynn Lancaster-Brown. M.S.. psychologist,spoke on "Behavior
Management.. She stressed these children need a firm but not a harsh
ens uonment. consistency and patience shown to them. She also stated
she has a child who is ADHD.
She introduced several behavioral and educational calendars and
contracts that can be used at home. She spoke on anger control
te.hniyucs, but above all she stressed that ADHD is an invisible
tundicap
Ms Cindy Friedrich. Collaborative teacher for Murray Independent
Schools. spoke on the aopic. "Collaboration and Wnung Appropriate
Individual Plans (I E.P74).
She stated that children with special needs can have an Individual
Educational Plan implememed to fit their needs while attending school.
Each c Lacs may he treated differently according to the needs of the child.
Special needs children need modifications in the classroom to provide
proper care in school.
An Admissions Release Committee (ARC)can be brought in. This
committee would consist of the school principal, counselor,all teachers
that have contact with the student,and parents of the student, who would
work together to develop instructional planning.
Ms Friedrich said it is very important that all teachers have the same
goal and disciplinary approach. In short, all children are guaranteed an
education in the state of Kentucky.
It obviously took a lot of planning and valuable time for the
professional speakers My husband and I were very disappointed that
more parents and teachers were not in attendance.
We hope that other seminars can be held again to give *bore people the
opportunity to heat these same speakers.
My husband and I would like to make this opportunity to thank the
following persons for bringing this seminar to the public
Thank you to Kay Travis for organizing and planning this special
program; and to Pat Seibet, principal of Murray Middle School, for
hosting the seminar.
Funding for the seminar was provided by Kentucky Special Parent
Involvement Network Project Vision and the Kentucky Deparunent of
Mental Health.
A support group, "Parents in Partnership" (PIP) for parents. family
volunaters, professionals and (needs of children with special needs,
meet every fourth Tuesday at noon at the Public Library, and meet every
fourth Thursday night at 6:30 p m at the Public Library.
""1-- •-r..
,
cal1441.
.004111tigicI0191511...,
Jack it lanes Wallis
Rt. 1 Box 22A. Murray. Ky. 42071

I bear they are looking for a
verbal-proof vest that will fit
Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander.

We hope it survives too. There
should have been a follow-ep
question: "What are you doing to
see that it survives?"

He (and I don't know who else
is brave enough) will be venturing into the lion's den Monday.

slippery worm
Cehi escapes.
welithe
oftr
Sen. Wendell Ford and Rep.
Ed Whitfield are also echoing
cuts and a transformed TVA.
But no one will touch the big
question: selling off or privatizing TVA's nonpower group, i.e.
LBL.
The other common song:
Everyone is being hit by cuts.
OK, so what is the plan for
LBL from our esteemed Congressional delegation? Have any of
them met to chart a new course
for LBL?
LBL officials are currently
drawing up a master plan. They
are seeking proposals for at least
a five-year period for any use
that complements LBL's mission.
What is that mission now in
the face of cuts and possible
privatization?
But looking to history books
for some possible game plans is
to depressing. We all know what
happened to the Native
Americans.
I guess history does keep
repeating itself.

The consultant, hired by the
CHE, will also be present. This
unlucky chap has the task of writing a recommendation on not
only the UK-PCC plan, but the
MSU-University of Louisville
proposal.
Paducah leaden have said they
want to keep the comments positive, but it is hard for Murrayans
not to be a little verbal shy after
some of the "so-called" rhetoric
that has flowed from "the biggest
city" in the Jackson Purchase for'
the last year.
Every accusation that can be
slung our way has been shot
across Interstate 24 with the

world's biggest and most ridiculous sling shot.
According to the rhetoric we
are: envious, hypocrites, disingenious (big word, huh, made my
eyebrows go up), masterful manipulators offering "bizarre programs," "trumping the enterprise,"
obstructionists, lobbing rocks and
petty.
The university, as well as the
community, has also been
accused of "throwing red herrings" (where do you find one of
those anyway?) and following a
"ruinous course."
Oh boy, I can't wait to go to
this hearing!
Threats have also been made of
withholding financial support. Of
course, we all still drive over
there to eat at their restaurants
and shop at their stores.
It's getting harder to point my

car in that direction though, even
when I'm going over to Illinois.
I don't want Dr. Alexander to
go over there alone, especially
after reading the last year's worth
of rhetoric. Actually, I wouldn't
miss this for the world.
• • • •
Now we know — at least in
some small way — how Native
Americans felt when the federal
government broke promises and
altered agreements.
Land Between the Lakes'
budget is under siege, or more
accurately, it is non-existent
under the House's budget plan.
Sen. Mitch McConnell says that
will have to be settled in
committee.
In a recent telephone press
conference he said: "I hope the
nonpower items do survive...it
includes funding for LBL."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
May 25 — The State, Columbia, S.C., on harassment in the
military:
There was time when no one ever heard of sexual harassment in
the military. Women knew that the best way to ruin a military
career was to tell all. Then came Desert Storm (the 1991 Persian
Gulf War) and Tailhook (a 1991 Naval pilots' convention in. Las
Vegas). And even though women complainants were not always
vindicated, at least they were heard — loud and clear.
Now researchers are getting into the act. One survey indicates a
marked increase of sexual harassment of female personnel. A 1993
report from the Minneapolis VA Medical Center and the University
of Minnesota School of Medicine says nine of 10 female vets under
50 report some sort of harassment — from on-the-job advances to
actual assaults.
The Pentagon, on the other hand, says its statistics show something very different. But its assumptions are based on a 1988
survey which showed only a 5 percent harassment rate in the four
services and the Coast Guard (the latter having a high 67 percent
harassment rate).
It's time to find the truth. If women are being sexually
threatened and molested, as the Minnesota groups report, then
whatever steps the military has taken in recent years have not been
very effective. If they're not being harassed, as the Pentagon maintains, then the U.S. armed forces are getting a bad rap.
We suspect the truth lies somewhere in between. If so, the Pentagon still needs to take corrective action.

Seminar turnout disapointing
for parent of child with disorder
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Alexander (he is the only one
who has admitted he is going)
will be in Paducah Monday for a
public heanng before the Council
on Higher Education concerning
the University of Kentucky'
Paducah Community College
engineering plan.
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Don't let Kern stand alone

Ledger &Times
WALTER L. APPERSON
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May 25 — The Lima (Ohio) News on Medicaid reform:
Many congressional Republicans want to turn over Medicaid
money to the states in block grants. They should go one step further: Eliminate Medicaid altogether and allow states to use the block
grant money to provide health insurance vouchers for the poor and
the uninsured.
Recipients could use the vouchers for the form of health insurance they want, fee for service, HMOs if they want them or, best of
all, medical savings accounts. The block grant money is their tax
money to begin with. They should have the freedom to choose what
health care they want, not be told what to do by state and federal
planners.

May 30 — Minot (N.D.) Daily News on the farm program:
The evidence against the current farm program just keeps stacking up, which is significant because sentiment in the Capitol is
already stacked against it.
That's not necessarily a bad thing, depending on what might
replace the current program, which expires this year. (The anxietyinducing question, however, is whether the vision behind the
revised program will be unduly weighted by the desires of the giant
grain companies. Farmers and the outfits that buy their grain share
some interests, but that sharing diverges at the bottom line: There's
just no getting around the fact that the grain company wants to buy
low, and the farmer wants to sell high.)
Contributing evidence against the current program is the Office
of Technology Assessment, which advises Congress on technical
issues. (Recently), the OTA issued a 241-page critique of the current program.
"Farm programs are costly, many work at cross purposes with
each other, and they are aimed at achieving goals that many Americans no longer consider a priority," OTA wrote and The Associated Press reported. "Production subsidy programs, for example,
create surpluses that require costly export subsidy programs to dispose of them. To stem production of surplus crops, millions of
acres are laid idle at government cost."
In addition, OTA noted:
— Acreage-idling hindered production of crops such as soybeans, and other countries stepped up their soybean production
with a competitive edge.
— Government-financed research has stressed higher yields
rather than better trade or protection of the environment.
— Export subsidies emphasized bulk commodities such as grain
rather than products a step up the production ladder, such as flour
and vegetable oil, and consumer products such as meats, baked
goods and processed fruits and vegetables. "So little research had
been done on world agricultural trade, for instance, that the shift of
world agricultural markets toward intermediate and consumeroriented food products went unnoticed for nearly a decade," the
agency said.
— The OTA also concludes that crop subsidy programs could be
ended without serious harm.

Let's stay on the Bosnian sidelines
The Clinton Administration has
managed to achieve the impossible.
It has no policy concerning Bosnia
and even that is a total failure.
What a tragic irony it would be if
the Vicxofe Vietnam War,a man
too noble to sully himself with
leaving Oxford to risk death Or
injury in a war he didn't like, would
now expose the sons and daughters
of others to danger in a war that
makes even less sense than
Vietnam.

ing to be involved in that war: "We
can't be the policemen of the world."

('AL'S TIIOUGIrrs

Cal Thomas
Waged columnist
who are being held hostage and used
as human shields by the Serbs. but
"the credibility of the West in
general, and the United States in
particular."
According to Brzezinski, what is
happening in Bosnia "is the worst
failure of the leadership of the West
since the days of Munich. It's a
disgraceful failure.and it's a dangerous failure."

NATO had "made a mistake" in not
calling for air power. When NATO
bombs started to fall, the President
lauded the action and said he hoped
the air strikes "will convince the
Bosnian-Serb leadership to end
their violations of the exclusion
zone and comply with their own
agreement with the U.N." Instead,
they seized U.N. troops as hostages,
and Clinton fell silent.

Bosnia doesn't pit hawks against
doves and liberals against conservauves as Vietnam did. Virtually
everybody is opposed to American
involvement in this bottomless pit.
On ABCs "Nightline" Tuesday
(May 30). two former national sec unty advisers blasted the AdmiThe Clinton Administration is
Congress should now lift the
nistration's failed non-policy. Zbig- making the same judgemental misaims embargo and let the parties
mew Brzezinski, adviser to Prestakes as the Johnson Administration
fight it out among themselves. This
did about the North Vietnamese
ident Caner. said. "We're drifting
is fundamentally a European probnght now in the direction of a Army and the Viet Cong. It believes
lem that needs ID be settled by
senous crisis.' A,nd Brent Scowthat wishing and hoping coupled
Europeans. They have the troop..
croft,adviser to Presidents Ford and
with a little bombing,salaam the
.n Bush. said,"We've goum wolves , Saba .to
If they lack the will, disies their
kle.
in a position ;Awn bur Sption tire
his diiewthe
•trairt.
'problem. The Vietnam-era boys
really awful."
creased primarily by President Clinnow running this country appaBrzezinski said the issue is not ton who pressured NATO OD strike
rently have forgotten one of theu
the newly 400 U.N 'peacekeepers' at Sabisn targets. He said that
more famous excuses for not want-

•

Tribal war in Rwanda continues
to take innocent lives, but we're not
intervening militarily there. President Clinton should not squander
American lives in a conflict with
zero support at home. If American
ground forces go in as part of a
NATO force, or independently,
even to "rescue" U.N. troops, and
come out in body bags, this Administration is over.
The Serbs aren't about to give up
or to give in to half-measures. They
are too tough, they have fought too
hard, and they have too much
resolve. The Serbs will call and
raise any bet the West makes. If
credibility is the issue,as Brzezinski
asserts, what credibility will we
have left if we become bogged
down in this European quagmire
and we forced to retreat. Vietnamlike, without declanng victory?
For now,Step I should be formulating a coherent and cogent policy
on Bosnia. Step 2 should be getting
conV°nal eiggIget. for that
policy. And if we can take neither
Step I nor 2.Step 3 should be to stay
on the sidelines.
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WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

J 01 'S DATEBOOK

GladysJarrett.
Director

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Youth fundraiser Friday

Potpourri will be
Saturday. June 10, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett. director.
Mrs. Jarreu has released some
of the poems written by participants as follows:
• • • •
Writers'

Youth of First Christian Church will have a car wash fundraiser
car
on Friday. June 9, from 4 to 7 p.m. at Hardee's. Funds from the
trip.
mission
summer
youth's
the
for
wash will go toward expenses

Fire District No. 5 will meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 5 will meet Sunday,
June 11, at 3:30 p.m. at the No. 5 station near Kirksey. The public is
invited.

Four Rivers Friends will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will have a special meeting on Sunday.
June 11, at 2 p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
For information call Vel Burkeen, 753-6979. or Jack Kerr,
753-2698.

California Connection plans event

The White Flag
By Charlie E. York
I'm a foot stool, not a combat
weapon
two rug rats have aiready give me a
Going on Molly, I've been wounded
with a direct hit
When Jacob came along
I was about one year old
Up to then I was used for feet
for this purpose I was sold,
Then Jacob started twisting my lags
Waiting me very rough
Then Cary came along and
I thought Jacob was tough
They used me for a sled
then stood me on one leg.
I hate to be a cry baby but
I'm ready to wave the white nag,
Then Miss Molly came she is
Oh so very sweet
yet she can also be rough I'm
ready to suffender defeat.
She likes to stand on me
jumping up and down.
I'm heading for that great Land-Fill
surely I've won my Crown.
Dedicated to Jacob — Carly I Many

California Connection will hold its fifth annual picnic potluck on
the deck of Playhouse in the Park on Saturday, June 10, from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. Anyone with connection to California is welcome. For
more information call Sara at 753-6529.

Bethel plans Bible School
Bethel United Methodist Church will have Vacation Bible School
starting Monday. June 12, and continuing through Friday. June 16.
Classes for nursery through sixth grade will be from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. For information call 753-2289 or 759-1607.

Grace Bible School planned
Grace Baptist Church will have Vacation Bible School starting
Monday, June 12, and continuing through Friday. June 16. Classes
on the theme, "Windows on the World," for nursery through sixth
grade will be from 6 to 8 p.m.

Poplar Spring plans Bible School
Poplar Spring Baptist Church will have Vacation Bible School fix
starting
children, ages 3 through sixth grade, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
A
Monday, June 12, and continuing through Thursday, June 15.
be
will
grades,
12th
through
seventh
lock-in for Youth Bible School,
June 16 and 17. For information call 436-2564 ix 753-8487.

tram:
stackitol is

•

Vacation Bible School will be at West Fork Baptist Church, Highway 121 North at Stella, from 9 to 11 a.m., starting Monday, June
12, and continuing through Friday, June 16. Commencement will be
Sunday, June 18, at 6 p.m. For transportation call 753-4670.

CCACC petition drive planned
Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens will hold a
country-wide petition drive on Saturday, June 10. Signing locations
may be identified by the clusters of red, white and blue balloons
throughout the city and county. Associaton members and volunteers
will assemble at K-Mart parking lot at 8:30 a.m. to pick up petitions
and literature
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Rain
By Unda W. Siebold
I do not mind the rain
Pelting on roof and pane,
Drip-dripping to the gutter,
Gurgling in downspout drain
No, I don't mind the rain,
It helps to fill the well,
Makes flowsd-buds to swell
No complaints I mutter.
I think rain serves us well.
I do not mind the rain.
It melts the winter snow
And makes the grasses grow.
It helps life to sustain;
Keeps creeks from being low
Complaints I'll not utter:
Not abollt good Spring mini

West Fork plans Bible School

might
xietyd the
giant
share
here's
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Father's Day Sale
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Blotted Tears
By Mani Jarrett
In a cold room in a house I veep'
Room so carefully planned labor of
business
The 'sad room • I thought, grief cov
sting me
A chair. sin. had and cold
Held my body upright against the
weight
Love shone from the center of
attention
She seemed to speak. cast a halo
I'm sorry, my children, but wait
Wel all be together at last'
Then certain winds rustled tre
curtains
Above her resting place
But all were attentive. as the speaker said
'She's reached her bieissiid resting
place,'
I bowed my head, in urgent plea
That's what mother said to me
Into my heart flowed peace and love
I rest in that gift from above
• • • •
The Blizzard
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
There stands the old haunted
house, amidst the cedar treys,
The sagging door is open, it seems
to beckon me
I mosey in and look wound, there s
the uret fireplace.
Then I recall, one arid all, each happy smiling face
We sat wound the fireside, many
years WO.
Peered through the dingy window
upon the fallen snow
Mom sits beside the window, she
does her sowing there
Darning shirt and overalls and long.
handle underwear.
Dad lays another backsUck. on the
roaring fire.
He ties to heat the old house up.
before we all retire
As I stand and reminisce, a norther
starts to flow.
The old house seems to shiver, as it
did so long ago.
The old house groans and trembles
in the wintry M.
The falling snow drifts through the
cracks,
They seem so cold and bare
I leave the old forlorn old house.
amidst tie cedar trees.
And, drive home through the falling
snow.
With just my memories
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'Students are
imports
Pimil
named to list

CALENDAR
Thursday. Jaw
NPamiy City Carricili7 30 pm City
Nig
Murray City Scheel Board. 7
pm board oRioe
Calloway County School Board.7
pm board office
Salem Baptist Church &OW Schee*
6 30 p m
mlleptist Church Bane
CschodSugar
30 pm
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
School/7 p in
Fazoa Fire Clistric1/7 p in Are station
at Turner Road and Highway 94 East
Almo-Oexter Fire Destricv7 p m /fire
station at Akno.
Eddie Roberts Jr. VFW Poet 6291
and its Ladies Auxiliary/7
p m /American Legion Hall Note
change in place and date
WOW Lodg• 592/Log Cabin
Restaurant/6 p m
"Music Man"78 pm /Playhouse in the
Park Info/759-1752

livDAL
• latilsiv
• % for last term

PADL CAH
Th,c stuctenu
Iron, Murray have been named to
the Dean's List for spnng 199S at
Paducah Continually College.
according to Sandra Tucker. dean
ol student 'cry ICC!
Murray students named acre
Phillip Jones. Paula Reeder. and
Kelly %hoc
PC('. as pan of the Lniversity
Kentui.ky's Community Col
Icgc S)stem. recognitcs aLademi.
ex,ellente by naming to the
Dcan's List lull-time tI2 semester hoursi students viho have
earned an overall semester grade
point average of 1 S or better

Pier I Imports is pleased to
have Mario !Umbel. brideelect of Wes Rbodes.join our
bridal registry by choosing
pottery and decorative accessories.
•••••

Ln.yrrsity flafa • Clies•t St.
753-1851
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Robin Jean Thomas and
Michael Shay Kondratko
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-1Thomas and Kondratko
wedding will be July 15

Every Friday Night!

SHRINER'S BINGO
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p m
Regular Bingo 700 p m

NEW LOCATION - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* $1000 Letter H
Jackpot Every Week
(30 calls or less)

* Av Condmonell • Accommodauons for Smokers and Non-Smokers

Quality

Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Thomas of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching mamage of their daughter, Robin Jean
Thomas, to Michael Shay Kondratko, son of Ms. Rosemary Kondratko
and Mickey Kondratko, both of Murray.
Miss Thomas is the granddaughter of Mrs. Jean Dickerson of Martinsville. V3.: and Mrs. Billy Thomas of Fort Mitchell.
Mr. Kondratko is the grandson of Mrs. Fern Alsup and the late Dr.
Robert Alsup of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1989 graduate of Hendersonville Christian
Academy. Nashville. Tenn., and is currently attending the Licensed
Practical Nursing Program in !Murray. She is employed by West View
Nursing Home.
The groom-elect is a 1988 graduate of Murray High School and a
1990 graduate of West Kentucky State Vocational. He is employed as
3 utility machinist by Ingersoll-Rand, Mayfield.
The private ceremony will be Saturday, July 15, 1995, at the home
of the bride-elect's parents.

Preowned Vehicles
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1995 Dodge D1500 SLT
58:0 miles
1 °ern.
, n••••••

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
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Red Wing Boots
Red Wing Boots
REscvarat
Red Wing Boots
Red Wing Boots

1994 Chevrolet Camaro
;

cassntte 1 owner

1994 Chevrolet Caprice LS
25 000 miles

r

•

2i

Cl)

1994 Cadillac Sedan Deville
•

remote 19 00C

•

LU
1993 GMC Jimmy SLE
•.oadect Tahoe

uio

1993 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
mtleS 1 owner. now

r• •

!••
1993 Chevrolet Blazer
• 0 .• ; i.ago two whf.ai (1ft:0 44 000 miles
.
Thu qtap1,4. intt-ir,or
1993 Chevrolet K2500
;
.0 1 4 ion 350 onqine. automaw
!..1 with red cloth ready to work

Murray Women of the Moose officers'
meeting/8 p.m_
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/'15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include One by One Singles Ministry/7
p.m./Youth Center.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center.
First Christian Church events include
Singles Support/Study Group/7 p.m.
TOPS 0469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Singles Friendship/7:30 p.m./Farm
Bureau Building, Paris, Tenn. Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
1nfo/759-0882 or 435-4314.

Zabel and McDougal
wedding on Saturday

(
1994 Chevrolet Blazer LT

Housing Authority Resid•nt
Council/6 p m 'Ellis Community
Center
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6 30-7 30
p.m /Calloway County H•alth
Department
Divorc• Recovery Group/7
p m /Westside Baptist Church.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
p m /Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Care Center open/7:30
a m -4 p m Info/753-0576.

Thursday, Aim II
Murray Kiwaris CA•94 pm S1110111
Stadia*,
lialienal licamanits Museum/open 9
am -4 30 pm
Friday. June 9
Use Anne LAchlielid and Mark Mane
waiiac•
w•dding/2 30
p in/Shadciwtwook. Joeleon. Tenn
First Christian Church Vault% Car
Wash tundresser/4 to 7 p m Mambo's
Northside Baptist Church Bible
School/6 pm
Salem Baptist Church Bible School/
6 30 pm
Sugar Creek Baptist Church Bible
School/6 30 pm
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
SdiooL7 pm
Bibb School by New Concord and
New Providence Churches of Christ/9
a m /at New Providence
First Baptist Church Bible School/9
am for 3 years to 5th grade. 1 p.m
for 6th grade
Laryngectomee Support Group/2
p m /Education Unit, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Info/762-1100.
Murray Country Club dinner to honor
founding memb•rs/6 30 p m.
Reservations/753-6113.
-Music Man/8 p.m 'Playhouse in the
Park Info/759-1752.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Care Center open 7:30
artv-4 p.m.. Info/753-0576.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak, Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Seniors Golf played/8:30
a.m./Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course.
YMCA events include Fitness
Classes/8 years-up/8 a.m./12th St.
Branch; 8-14/University Branch/10
a.m. and 3 p.m. Info/759-9622 or
759-9699.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1:30-4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/7:30 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.

Factory Discount :k
Shoes
753-9419
100 S. 15th St.

Christina Lynn Zabel of Murray, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William L. Zabel of Paducah, and
John Mark McDougal, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny D. McDougal of
Murray, will be married Saturday, June 10.
The ceremony will be at 2 p.m.
at The United Church of Paducah, 4600 Buckner Lane, Paducah. The Rev. David Smith of
Murray and the Rev. Brian Cope
of Paducah will officiate.
Tammy Grubbs will be maid of
honor. Bridesmaids will be Amy

Miller and Julie Walker. Megan
Thompson will be flower girl.
Brad Houston will be best man
with Lance Allison and Ryan
Malone as groomsmen. Tyler
Burress, nephew of the groomelect, will be ring bearer. Ushers
will be Monty McCuiston and
Jeff Durham.
A reception will follow in the
church fellowship hall.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Martin boy born here
0
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffery Allen
Martin Sr. of Rt. 5, Box 1149,
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Jeffery Allen Martin Jr., born on
Thursday, May 25, 1995, at 10:03
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven

0
-a

pounds 11 ounces and measured
20/2 inches. The mother is the
former Julia Wilford.
Grandparents are Edmond and
Stella Wilford of Cadiz and William and Naomi Martin -of Cherry
Valley, Ariz.
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steering system
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1992 Ford Conversion Van
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Your dealer can help you match
the horsepower you'll need to the
size of your mowing job

Easy starting engines range in
horsepower from 8hp to16 hp

i 4.. ‘'`) 000 miles

• .0! .•f

vacation

Has a tight turning radius and is
one of the most maneuverable
mowers available

Five speed fnction
power transfer

Allows true on-the-go shifting
without clutching or stopping

1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
From 25"to 42"-Choose from our
superior bagging Hi-Vacs or
smooth cutting standard models

'''it'S locally
1991 Oldsmobile 88 Royale
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By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
Cry havoc! and let slip the
dop of war! Weft weeding the
collection and it's about to get
UGLY!
We've got about 67,000 books
in the collection. We're almost
out of room on the shelves so
we've got three choices. We can
stop buying books. we can weed
out the oldest and ugliest books
or we can spend about a gamer
of a million of your tax dollars
adding onto the building to provide a home for the ugly, worn
out and unused books.
Doesn't take a rocket scientist
to figure this one out.
So, we're weeding the collection. Let's see, I know that James
Michener is popular, but we
probably don't need four copies
of Poland. Here's a book on
space that stops with project
Gemini and talks about how man
will someday go to the moon.
(Talk about old news!)
This one that was chewed up
by someone's lap dog. (Expletive
deleted.) That one looks like it
fell in the pool.(Double expletive
deleted.) This other one has just
been read to rags. (That's O.K.
The best thing that can happen to
a book is to be worn out being
read. We'll try to replace this
one.) These over here simply
haven't been off the shelf in the
last five years. (They're aren't

Cohen gets
degree at
Haverford
HAVERFORD, Pa. — Murray
area student Daniel Cohen was
among the 274 students who took
part in Haverford College's commencement exercises on Sunday,
May 14.
Cohen received a Bachelor of
Arts degree in English. He is the
son cot Dr. and Mrs. Michael
Cohen of Murray.
In lieu of a commencement
speaker, five individuals distinguished in the fields of poetry
and prose, journalism, public policy and race relations and humanitarian work, were awarded honorary degrees and spoke briefly
to the graduating seniors and
their families.
They included Roy Gutman,
European bureau chief of Newsday and author of Banana Diplomacy: The Making of American
Policy in Nicaragua; Katha Pollitt, writer, poet, educaor and
author of Reasonable Creatures:
Essays on Women and Feminism;
William Julius Wilson, the Lucy
Flower Universityh Professor of
Sociology and Public Policy and
director of the Center for the Student of Urban Inequality at the
University of Chicago; and
George and Lillian Willoughby,
members of A Quaker Action
Group and other Quaker
organizations.

purchased with isa dollars. But
these are books that have had
their tans at bat and have either
worn out in public service or
have proven themselves useless
and unwanted.
It's hke re-paving nth street a
few years ago. A huge machine
came and ripped up no telling
how many thousands of dollars
worth of the tax-pa)ers asphalt
But it had to be dune to make
room for the new pavement and
the old stuff was re-used as parking lot material.)
When books are taken from the
collection, they are first offered
to local schools and other libraries. (Surpnsingly few schools
have any real use for worn out
copies of Harold Robbins'
nmovels.) Then we try to recycle
them to other readers. We give
these books every chance to find
a new home. And in the end.
some arc just useless.
So come on down and shop the
book sale and help us recycle this
material to other readers.

carrying shear share of the load
Give 'cm the boos.)
Now dus is the place in the
story where people start howling
that:
I. They're burning books at the
library! (We are not! Besides.
there are strict ordinances against
having open fires in town.)
2. The barbarians are going to
throw away the classics! (That's
not true and doesn't even make
good sense. If the book is that
critical to English language literature and is such a treasure of our
culture, why has it set on the
shelf for five years without any
use? Five years mean that NO
ONE cared enough to check the
book out from the day that I
started my freshman year of high
school until the day I started my
sophomore year of college.)
---and my personal favorite.
3. They're throwing away our
tax dollars! (This is actually true
in the sense that we are disposing
of material that was originally
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A. Ordinance.
The Fiscal Court on January 24, 1995, passed an ordinance placing • referendum on the
November, 1995 ballot. The referendum gives to the citizens of Calloway County the right to
choose whether to fund the construction, maintenance and operation of the new jail by an eight
cent(108)per one hundred dollars property ad valorem tax or by an insurance tax if the property
ad valorem tax is rejected. The ad valorem property tax and the insurance premium tax are the
only two viable methods available to the Fiscal Court to fund the construction, maintenance and
operation of the new jail. The new tax will be automatically repealed upon payment in full of the
indebtedness incurred by Calloway County for the financing of the new jail
The Fiscal Court, in recognition of the democratic principals upon which this nation was
founded, decided that the citizens of Calloway County should be given the opportunity to choose
which tax they want to finance the new jail, rather than to arbitrarily impose one ofthe tales The
referendum gives that choice to the citizens of Calloway County.
A proposal ofthe"Concerned Citizens" group is to impose upon the citizens ofCalloway County
an eight cent ($.08) property ad valorem tax by means of initiating's new taxing distnct The
"Concerned Citizens" proposal does not give a choice to the citizens of Calloway County on how
they will pay for the new jail. Furthermore, once•taxing district is put in place, there is no
guarantee that it will end upon final payment of the indebtedness incurred to construct the new
jail.
The method chosen by the Fiscal Court to place before the voters of Calloway County the
method to finance the new jail has already been approved by the State Local Debt Office in
accordance with Kentucky law. By law, this approval must be obtained prior to the Fiscal Court
constructing the new jail. The taxing district proposed by the "Concerned Citizens'. group has not
been approved by the State Local Debt Office as a means of funding the cost of constructing,
operating and maintaining the new jail.

The Fiscal Court has already obtained approval ofthe site, plans and specifications for the new
jail from the Kentucky Corrections Cabinet, through its program administrator, Richard
Stephens. The demand by the "Concerned Citizens" group to contact Mr. Stephens to reconsider
the site and design for the new jail would only delay construction of the new jail and ultimately
increase the cost of constructing it.
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Conclusion
The task of building a new jail for Calidway County his been placed upon the Fiscal Court by
the closure of the current jail under court order. Each day that Calloway County is without its
own jail, it is incurring substantial costs for lodging prisoners in and transporting them to and
from surrounding counties. Also, each delay in beginning the construction of the new jail
increases the cost of labor, materials and financing for its construction
The members ofthe Fiscal Court recognise that they are the duly elected representatives ofthe
citizens ofCalloway County and that the trust ofthe people has been placed upon them to act in
their best interests. In taking the steps to build the new jail, the Fiscal Court has endeavored to
address the needs of Calloway County in a cost effective and timely manner. The members ofthe
Fiscal Court believe that the Democratic principals upon which this nation was founded require
that the choice of how to pay for the cost of constructing the new jail should be made by the
citizens ofCalloway County. Accordingly,the Fiscal Court has passed the ordinance placing the
referendum on the November, 1995 ballot to enable the voters to choose how the funding for the
cost of constructing, maintaining and operating the new jail will be obtained. Whichever tax is
chosen by the citizens of Calloway County, the ordinance authorizing the tax requires that the
tax be repealed as soon as the indebtedness incurred by the county to finance the new jail is paid
in full.
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The "Concerned Citizens" group has demanded that the Fiscal Court use local subcontractors
to build the new jail. The Fiscal Court is required by law to bid the construction of the new jail,
and it has done so in accordance with the requirements of Kentucky law. As•result of those bids
the Fiscal Court accepted bids from and entered info contracts with local contractors for
approximately seventy-five percent(75%)of the construction on the new jail. Any construction
bids not awarded to local contractors were either not bid upon by local contractors or a lower hid
was received from a non-local contractor. The Fiscal Court believes that this percentage
represents& commitment by it to use local contractors whenever their services are available,and
it is economically feasible.
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The settlement proposal contained eight demands and stipulated that rejection of any of t4r
demands constituted a rejection ofthe enure proposal The Fiscal Court individually considered
those demands and determined that several of them were not in the best interests of the citizens
of Calloway County Accordingly, the Fiscal Court rejected the settlement proposal The
demands made for settlement ofthe lawsuit were essentially (1)enact an ordinance assessing•n
eight cent ($ 081 per one hundred dollar ad valorem property tax. (2) contact the Kentucky
Corrections Cabinet to obtain recommendations for constructing the new jail.(3 cancel contracts
with Architecture Plus,Inc., and hire another architect and construction manager,141 construct
a juvenile detention facility in conjunction with Marshall County,and(5)use local contractors to
construct the new jail. Each of these demands are addressed individually below

The Fiscal Court has considered the construction ofa juvenile detention facility in conjunction
with the new jail. However, the Fiscal Court did not pursue the construction of a juvenile jail
upon learning ofthe potential cost of building and maintaining such a facility (estimated by the
Kentucky Corrections Cabinet at approximately $1.25 million per bed over 20 years) and
reviewing a recommendation from the Kentucky Department of Corrections that the Calloway
County not build such a facility.

Tina Ikaink et
Mirky Viff
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IPA Vogt

As most of you are aware,•lawsuit has been filed against the Calloway County Fiscal Court by
Walter Steely. on behalf of a'Concerned Citizens- group, to stop the current construction of the
new jail and to dictate the terms for its later construction A public announcement was recently
made by that group concerning•settlement proposal they initiated and submitted to the Fiscal
Court.

D. Construction of Juvenile Jail.

Amy 'Evans et
Jon Souttingfause

7voasie Pass er
Itick Vogt

FROM: Magistrates, Clyde Hale. Steve Lax. Das Hiller, Bobby Stubblefield. and
County Judge Executive, J.D. Williams

The Fiscal Court has contracted with Architecture Plus, Inc. to design the new jail and to
oversee its construction. Those contracts were entered into in full compliance with Kentucky law
and are binding upon the Fiscal Court. If the Fiscal Court were to reject the contracts, as
demanded by the "Concerned Citizens" group in their settlement proposal, the Fiscal Court
would be in breach ofthe terms ofthose contracts and liable for damages. Furthermore,the Fiscal
Court would then have to contract with another architect and construction manager to duplicate
work which has already been performed by Architecture Plus.Inc. and for which it has been paid
Thus, termination of those contracts would increase the costs incurred by Calloway County to
construct the new jail.
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LETTER TO THE CITIZENS OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY

C. Contracts with Architect and Construction Manager.
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The Calloway County Fiscal Court is committed to timely beginning and completing the
construction of the new jail and request the support of the citizens of Calloway County in that
endeavor.
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Rockets' Big Tipper'downs Orlando
Hakeem beats
buzzer with tip
to win Game 1

NSA Finals
Aa Tows cor
Wednesday June 7
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110 OT
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Friday. Arno 9
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By BOB BAUM
AP Sports
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Orlando at 11064Ipn I p m
Friday. June 14
Orlando al 140ualon5 p 11t

ORLANDO. Fla (AP) - If
the Houston Rockets keep this
up. we're going to need some
new adjectives
Incredible. unbelievable,

fleCIPILS Sr/

Sunday. June IS
Houston at Ortancto 6 30 p tvl

necessary
W•drieliday. Ain* 21
Houston al Orlando S p m

aMaiing

They all seem to fall short to
describe the Rockets' 120-118
overtime victory over Orlando in

fleCeSlialy

•

Game 1 of the NBA Finals on
Wednesday nighi
It was perhaps the most astonishing chapter yet to this team's
improbable playoff run.
"What a great sport we have."
Houston coach Rudy Tomjanoich said.
Hakeem Olajuwon, pushed
around by Shaquille O'Neal
much of the night, winning the
scoring battle between them but
losing the rebound fight big-time.
won the game with a rebound.
After trailing by 20 points in
the first half, after being headed
for certain defeat before Orlando's Nick Anderson missed four
free throws in the final 10.5 sec-

ose
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onds of regulation. the Rockets
hold 1-0 lead in the series.
"It's been like this from the
beginning of the playoffs; with us

.Flyers still alive
i with 3-2 OT win

Doctors consider
liver transplant
possible life saver

'By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Hocsey
EAST RUTHERFORD. NJ.
AP• - Martin Brodeur finally
tlirkhed. giving life to the Phi• Ladelphia Flyers
And Eric Lmdros made the
most of it
Brodeur. the star of New
Jersey's playoff run. gave up a
soft goal Late in the third period.
forking overtime Wednesday
:night Lindros then beat Brodeur
.4 19 into the overume. lifting the
-Flyers to a 3-2 victory
• The Devils were seemingly on
:their 1•14, to a 3-0 lead in the
best-of-7 Eastern Conference
finals with a 2-1 lead when Brodeur was fooled on a shot from
the left point by Rod
Brind• Amour with 6 03 left in
icgulation
Brind'Amour was about 60
feet away on the left side of the
ice when he sent the puck on net
It bounced once and then skipped
by Brodeur. who apparently
wasn't ready for it.
That um:haracteristic lapse by
Brodeur. who has otherwise been
brilliant in the playoffs, might
tuve been Just what the Flyers
needed to gel back into the NHL
•

By KEVIN O'HANLON
Associated Press Writer

Red Sox ace Roger Clemens allowed just two hits in five innings in a 5-1 win over the Angels.

Boston's Rocket serves notice
in 5-1 triumph over California

• See Page 9
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By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Wrrter
BOSTON (AP)- Roger Clemens wants to slip quietly back
to a tram that was strong without
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Atninie Pharmacy we havca unique prclimption service aiding
you in the relief of rising cost of prelicnption medications.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
This pharmacy has the capabilities to directly bill your health
insurance plan for proscription medication supplied by our pharmacy.

.71

DOES THIS MEAN I NO LONGER HAVE TO FILL
OUT & FILE INSURANCE CLAIM FORMS?
Absolutely! Our pharmacy will complete all nocem.ary claim
forms required by your insurance company
HOW DO I QUALIFY?
Easy' just stop in our pharmacy and present your health insurance
card and we will take care of the rest
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Olajuwon tipped in Clyde
Drexler's miss for the winning
basket with three-tenths of a second left in overtime. O'Neal had
gone out to try to block Drexler's
layup, the shot went high off the
glass. and Olajuwon was there for
only his sixth rebound of the
game in the suddenly icy silence
of the 0-rena.
"It was so quiet, I didn't even
know the basket was good," Olajuwon said.
O'Neal had 26 points and 16
rebounds. Olajuwon had 31
points. But they shared the prominent roles with many others on

II See Page 9

Ailing ex-Yank
Mantle receives
liver transplant

Jersey's
Brodeur
flinches

.0 .....- ---

coming from behind," Olajuwon
said. "This is a classic example
of what we've been going
through."
This No. 6 seed from the West
tied NBA playoff records with its
sixth road victory in a row and
eighth away from home overall in
the postseason. And this one may
have been the most unlikely of
them all for the defending
champions.
"I felt they deserved to win
tonight," the Rockets' Mario Elie
admitted, "but we seem to be
pulling the game, like a magician,
out of the hat. I don't know how
we do it, but this team never
quits."

'NI • 1.1.31‘..1 in

Altitit I'll/ .1

him. Not much chance of that if
he keeps pitching as well as he
did Wednesday night.
In his second start since recovering from shoulder trouble, the
three-time Cy Young Award winner struck out eight and allowed
two hits and two walks in five
innings as the Boston Red Sox
beat the California Angels 5-1
Wednesday night.
The Red Sox' eighth win in
nine -games increased their AL
East lead to nine games over Baltimore. California's AL West
lead dropped to a half-game over
Texas.
"When somebody's, playing
that well, you want to slide-in the
back door and go unnoticed."
Clemens said.
The Angels noticed.
"It was a pretty good indication of how good a pitcher he has

DOD
PLUMBING
Res dental•Commercial
• Service Repal

"Specializog in
Davd1 Ryan

Ought), WO'

[) v ,

753-4736

,

become because he can do other
things than just throw the ball by
you," California manager Marcel
Lachemann said. "He showed
how well he can pitch when he
doesn't have his best stuff. It's an
indication of what's to come."
Clemens (1-0) struggled last
Friday in his 1995 debut, one that
was delayed by a strained right
shoulder muscle. On Wednesday,
he let only two runners reach second base. He left after throwing
87 pitches with better control and
speed than in his first outing.
"I'm just trying to get to a
point where I can get seven
innings in and take the strain off
the other guys," he said.
"The strikeouts are great when
they happen." Clemens said.
Rheal Cormier, Stan Belinda
and Ken Ryan completed the sixhitter one night after California's
12-3 win over Boston.
'I said to the guys after all the
runs they scored last night. 'Save
some for me.' It looks like they
didn't," said California starter
Chuck Finley.
Boston scored on RBI singles
by Luis Alicea in the third and
Mike Macfarlane and Troy
O'Leary in the seventh against
Finley (3-5), who had won his
three previous starts. Tim Naehring added a two-run double in the
eighth

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Mickey
DALLAS (AP)
Mantle, just weeks from death
because of a liver damaged by
cancer and decades of alcohol
abuse, underwent a transplant this
morning after a donor was found
in less than two days.
Surgery on the 63-year-old
Hall-of-Fame home run hitter
began about 4 a.m., according to
Jennifer Jones, a spokeswoman at
Baylor University Medical
Center.
"He was already prepped (for
surgery) so I don't think it took
them very long'to start after the
liver arrived," she said.
Several hours into the operation, Dr. Jeff Crippin said, "The
surgery is going well."
The surgery continued at 9
a.m., CDT, doctors said at a
morning news conference.
The potentially life-saving
operation came exactly 26 years
after the New York Yankees
retired Mantle's uniform No. 7 in Ill See Page 9
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HART CHAMPIONS: Lisa Jarrett, lett, and partner Rechell Cad
well shot a 64 on Wednesday to win the Hart Invitational at Murray
Country Club. Flight winners were: Trine Middleton and Allison Graham, First Flight; Scott, Whitaker, Second Flight; Connie McManus
and J. McManus, Third Right.

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER* **
YOU'LL ME PROUD YOU DID!

Ross Insurance Agency_
Ronnie Ross & Danny Roe.
Offic• Hours ItAori.-11r1. 111 a m.-5

WAREHOUSE TIIIE
OK • Mum! • 763-1111
400
Otarreorti: floserilts Wilda II Orenaka Boyd •

Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.fitte -

600 Main St.

a ceremony June 8, 1969 before
more than 60,000 adoring fans at
Yankee Stadium.
Crippin denied that Mantle
received any preferential treatment because of his celebrity
SWAM
"Absolutely not," Crippin
said. "Mr. Mantle went on the
list just like any other patient. He
was on a computer list literally as
a number. And it just so happened that his number came up."
The donor was found just
hours after doctors said Wednesday that Mantle, who has liver
cancer, liver damage from years
of alcohol abuse and a long dormant hepatitis C infection, would
not live more than four weeks
without a transplant.
Mantle was hospitalized May
28 complaining of stomach pains.
Although doctors publicly
announced his condition Wednesday, they notified the Southwest
Organ Bank Inc. on Tuesday that
a new liver was needed.
The organization's director
Alison Smith said it was not
unusual for an organ to be found
within two days because Mantle's
poor health placed him in the Status 2 category.
"His medical condition was

753-0489

•
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The Calloway County girls 12 & Under AAU team placed fifth out of
36 teams In the state AAU tournament In Georgetown recently as
well as taking runner-up In an Owensboro tournament Team members were (front, from left) Kala Morton, Misty Bogard, Raegan Morton; (middle, from left) Miriam Rogers, JennI PIN, Brooke lenckl,
Tiffany Lassiter, Jena Thomas; coach Nick Grunwell, Jamie Miller,
Emily Cleaver, Whitney Ragsdale and coach James Pigg.
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INSURANCE
Airelliade Dieu *4.14
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Slaked Intermediate or
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Castodel Care
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PAGEANT Gets 3 19 tor
1965 lass KY Coed1n,
PressvinPrincess Psigment
For applicaton call
• 8:1'3 484- 2080 Est
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THE SMART STOP
STOP
Attention Parents:
Donl - let your cr;.id regress over the
summer Come in and let us show you our
Hornewoni Helpers and other items that
would a,icw you to soendoualrty time with
yOur ChTli0 and maKe learning fun
119 s 4th St • Murray. Ky • 753-5968
Open

10-5 30 IA-F, 10-4 Sat

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
/
3
4•./
...

A Southern
Baptist School
OPEN FALL 1995

Now Grades Ik 6
Loc-aied at S.narç Spies Bapt,st
Near Scetherest Eweeintary
753-6487
437-4432

Do

you have acne prone skin facial
scars line lines Would you like to have
firmer softer, younger looking skin in
weeks' Try Glycolic:rue 3 Step Skin Re
pair Buy a starter lot and qualify for the
-Peel Dear
A new you on four weeks
NO GimmgClk
Ask about our natural nail Care program
Now you can have pretty hands & nails
naturally

Pedicure - $16.00
,r(1 522 oo,
Acrylic Nails - $25.00

SM. S Iltcro Walp0a1ird
OW raga
FOI

inlonnationcat

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-8se eta ca- se-v•or
BASS Tournament I3uddy
Bass Tournament June
all 1996 Carroaon Kentucky Registrations scowled until liern June 10
$6 000 guaranteed test
place 1 800-325-4290
A RUSSIAN HIGH
SCHOOL EXCHANGE
STUDENT boy 16 needs
Post family Likes basketball pgging arid bodybuild
Wig Amving in August For
more information CALL
EMILIE (502)833-3229
1-800-SIBUNG
DIABETICS' FREE SUP
PLIES'Or little to no cost to
thos• who qualify
lAsdicare esuranca baled
direct tor test strips insulin
gkioometers & more Saps
tacton guaranteed, Liberty
Medical
Supply
1 SOO 762 8026 Mention
62001
DONATE your car Help
chanty Get a tar break We
handle the paperwork and
the lowing Cal today, Na
tonal Kidney Foundation of
K•ntucky
Cali
140006 CARS
LONE Wolf Huneng Club
Inc Looking for safety conscious law abiding morn
bars to per thew hunting
dub We currentty have a
renewable lease *1h West
vaco for 1 335 acres of
Property located in New
Concord Ky Amual dims
we 1.31500 per person
Property hes Deer. Turkey
Quail and ail types of smart
game For more nforma
bon contact Keith Black at
'53 5246 or 753 0839
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open Spm
Closed
Mon Tue. Pizza salads
not sandenches gyros &
bread sticks Done in or
carry out 474 8119 or
1 800-649 3804
OUTLAW Construction
We custom teak,log hornet
6 tame log home supplies
for the do it yourself person
Aciproval Yowled general
contractor with 25yrs ex
Detainee VA FHA 2 10
NSW warranty For all your
tog home needs call Sheri
non Rams 502 436 5210
RUSSIAN HIGH SCHOOL
EXCHANGE STUDENT
gel 16 needs host farnEy
Likes logging wants to
Own about America Arne
ing in Auguat For more
intormeacei CALL EMILIE
S 0 2 8 3 3 3 2 29.
800 SIBLING

Help
Waled
AVON eell at work home
anywhere' Be your oiwi
boss' Earn 50%
1 800539452$ d'Rep

I
MI

'Worth .1 'Feu
SIdit • 7S9-1V4

Naos • 7c 1

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15000 IN BO
NUS paid monthly. quar
terry I yearty PLUS TOP
IALEAGE PAY 401(K) pain
$500 SIGN ON BONUS
other paid benefits
vacabon health & life dead
head moietlayover load
rig & unloading COVEN
ANT TRANSPORT solos
call
teams
and
I 800 441 4394 Students
and driving school grads
Cal I 800 338 6428

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT to the
Executive Director.
Computer skills and
high level communicabons skills required. Preference
will be given to applicants holding a bachelor's degree
Good benefits, professional climate
Send letter of application with resume
and three references
to Jayne Crisp, ExDirector,
ecutive
WKEC, P.O. Box 9,
Murray, KY 420710009 by June 16.
Es..• Qopoiune• Employer

BE MRS SANTA' Show
Christmas 8, House of
Loyd Party Plan Set your
own hours 140 collecting
dekvenng or investment
Also booking parties
800-264-4166
BIG Apple Cale Puryear
In as now hiring cooks part
time or full tine Apply in
person after 1 I am
1 901247-579.8
BUSINESS manager for
Micro Age computer Must
have excellent commune
cation and computer skills
Accounting background es
'entail Bring resume to
314 Main St Murray
DRIVERS EOE quality driven Maverick Transportabon Inc 1-800-289-1100,
Home most weekends, excelient pay package.(starting pay 26 CPM with yearly
increases up to 36 GPM)
late model equipment tarp
pay despatch pay. quarterly
bonuses (fuel, safety. drive
referral) 401K. rider policy
vacation profit sharing ere
dit union, health. dental
nice & it.Inc Driver must
be 24 YOA 1 yr OTR

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT to the
Migrant
Education
Coordinator
ReQuires good commu•
n•c.abon • computer,
and repordkeeping
skills Good benefits,
professional climate
Send .ir•er of application with resume
and three references
to Jayne Crisp, Ex•
ecubve
Daector.
WKEC. PQ Box 9.
Murray, KY 420710009 by Juno 16
Epai Chowsnfy Eva*

Come see the blooming Day halos Japanese
I iris and hiostas Over 900 varieties
Fro* Rant WI* This Coupon
I

I

Frirldeje Bencilts

ACCOUNTS Receivable
clerk needed Entry level
position data entry corn
puter exponent* and some
accounting background
needed Please send your
resume to P0 Box 1040E
kkgray KY 42071

•

With any hair service recei‘e.
, 1.5"0
oft any nail or foot care ServiCe
Of MC ve'Si

k4OrteCyCles
Aifto Seneces
Aur0 Pons
Used Cors
Vons
Jsea Trucks
Correaters
Boors & Motors

130
140
150
156
leo
166
170
180
195
200
210
220
740
200
380

tiolt IC HAP•DISE
Comoaeis
For SOie Or Trod*
Wont To I),jv
Attic es Foe Soap
Aocir•orites
40'rIS Firairtings
AnriClues
Vocourn Cooners
Sewing Motlanes
releOvri E0uOrrierir
SIDOrts Ea...omen,
Fyitwoocl
MAK0'
M.sc cri•ous
V & 0ocso
Pe's & Suloolas

Mat 1S1A11 SiktIS

770
365
420
/1.3C
435
ASO
450
460

MO011e Hanel FOr SOie
FOr Si
or Lease
$40"e Loons
Poo [roes
Lake Propeny
Lots For $0.•
Forms POI SO•
040fe4of FOI 104
MiSCIttANEOUS

410
540
500
570

utritit Sore
F or Trace
F-i•• Cotanr
Wontea

OFFICE HOURS;
Mon.-F4. 8 an.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 am.
• Deadinsos ore 2 days
In claw:meal

Hegi
Wanted

IN TIIF NtArTER OF Application submitBa.ip;e• Rank of Murray, Murray,
ted
C&:]oi.ey C..unty, Kentucky to Establish a
Branch Bana.as 0Mce at ta08 N 12th
Street, Murray. Calloway County, Kant ac v
: • • is to provide legal notice that the
atria, r.arrie(i bunk hes made •pplicatacon to
the 1)epartment a Financial Institutions to
ostabilsh a branch banking office
The !a** of Kentucky provide that the
Commissioner of the Department cinnanclal Institutioris satisfy himself that the
pub:1c conionience arid advantage vrIll be
awned and promoted and that there IS a
-eas•-r.a: :e prolamin: ay of the sucressful
aperat.an of the branch before approving
eici-,apo,:caeor. An Interested person may
'.•
:ten o-rr.ment on whether the statutaa niaiu.rernents set forth above have been
-et p•-• v-aled that such person must notary
••
.itr- er
f F;nancia: Institutions.
..aliteti Al 177 Verseles Road, Frankfort,
as 4.,46k.i I a-, writing of intent to file
v.-it:en ;or-la-arta not later than twenty 20i
lays after ti-e date of this notice

riouiont•
Esgerynnotrig
buariee Servit es
wortrvg I Cooling
Services Offered
!IA P•SP001411014

470
480
4115
440
/95
5CC
5'C
52C

Legal
Meat,

coMMoNWEAL711 OF KENTUCKY
DI:PAK-IMF:NT OF FINANCIAL
IN
ITUTIONS
I'KAN KF0RT. KENTUCKY

rh.s

010
23'3
750
710
53D

MAL liStAlt Piaui(
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62 Co tea.0Ise Atioulrea la malts

IC01 ..rom
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19C

Si litviC IS
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*yap Illforitimi
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.Y.12aLlate_11.11GraPals1
car, cnonont la
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a tah.0%•••C 1 tor

MangardEES
Mksefikass ar• emplesteel b
check Ihis Silt Inseam el
Meru ads tor any snot. hammy
Ledger & Dow wit be sisspansiblo taw ONO orb bacon
rod Ineedloo. My ems
shouId b reportod Imrisedl•
ably so carrocaons cars 00
Made.

w.

Open Garin Daily 9 a.m.4 p.m.

C&C Nursery
753-2993

left or van Geo." Rd (Happy Heldly
• oiE
Ponition) Go *4 nide ken MA on WOO Owed%
▪ Rd 04631 First road to Ise(Cook Ad )aim lee 1st
I house on lea iapproa l4 n.)
.....
•
•ate en rem ow aft me

DO you need a GED? Do
yOu need hope for the fu
tune and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
operwigs for people 16 thru
21 that are net full bme high
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 300pm
The protect s funded by
the Job Training Partner
ship Act through the Ken
lucky Department for Em
proyment Services and the
West Kentucky Private In
dustry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity prog
ram Auxiliary aids and ser
vices are available upon
request to ondrviduals with
disabilities
ELECTRICIANS and helpers needed Apply at new
Kroger store in Murray

ttY

DRIVERS 1YR OTR
DRIVERS/OWNERS/
TEAMS Drivers grossed
47K Teams did 170K
Owners grossed 122K Bo
nus included 95 higher'
85% drop/hook miles ben
&its & hometime Call
1-800-441 4953
DRIVERS NEEDED- NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED,
NO TRAINING REQUIRED
to be pre- hired to fit 86
driving lobs Represena
Wes in your area this week
taking applications Call today 1-800 999 4317
FRIENDLY TOYS AND
GIFTS has openings for
demonstrators in your area
Part-time hrs fulltime pay,
over 800 items Celebrating
our 40th anniversary Call
1-800 4-884875

13,

The family of Anne Wood would like to take this
opportunity to thank the following people for the
kindness shown during our difficult time. The many
friends and neighbors who called, brought fond, sent
cards and fiooxrs, Calloway County Hospital Home
Health Care for 1112 years of care, The Glendale Road
Church of Christ for their cards, prayers and support,
John Dale - Minister, J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Oneida White - Pianist, Holly Walston Jones Soloist, Jennell Howard - food, third floor nurses at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Dr. Bailey
Bulked,and especially Linda Norsuvrthy and Peggy
Williams for their help and everyone at W.A.T.C.H.
Leonard Wood
David, Vanessa, Sean and Chris Conner

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER
Fisher-Price, Inc., a leader in the manufacture
of children's toys and juvenile products, is
seeking an experienced AS/400 programmer
to pin our plant systems team in Murray,
Kentucky.

DRIVERS- OTFI wed of all
the tricks" Row about a get
home policy that REALLY
WORKS'
, Home most es'
ery 6-10 days great health
& dental teams & singles
Min 23. 1 yr OTR. CDL
w/Hazklat
1-800-848-0405 Paschall
Truck Lines, Inc An EEO
Employer
DRIVER- TOP DRIVERS
DESERVE TOP PAY'
OTR/Shorthaul home
weekly (shorthaul) starting
pay up to 32c/mile. 2500
m,/wk (longhaul) & top
notch benefits BURLINGTON MOTOR CARRIERS
1-800-JOIN BMC EOE
EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience, free supplies, information no obligation
Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks Dept 14
8407, Bandera Rd, Suite
133-217. San Antonio, Tx
78250

Employment Manager
Fisher-Price, Inc.
Route 2, Box 53A
Murray, Kentucky 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer — M/F/DN
No Phone Calls or Agencies Please

ADMLNISI'RATIVE OPPORTUNITY.
PRINCIPAL
Progressive technology center operated by the
Workforce Development Cabinet, Kentucky Tech
System, located in Murray. Kentucky is seeking •
dynamic, team leader with hands-on expertise in
communications, computers, budget management
and administration. Duties and responsibilities
include supervision and operation of In area
technology center serving secondary and postsecondary students.
Must hold one of the following.
(1) Kentucky Dept. of Education vocationtili
technical school certificate in administration,
supervision and coordination supplemented by
3 years of experience working with vocational
education programs Graduate study will substitute for the required experience on • yearfor year basis
(2) Kentucky Dept of Education Vocational Principal's certificate
(3) Kentucky Dept of Education Secondary Pnn
cipals certificate
(4) Kentucky Statement of Eligibility for Voc•
'Lionel School Principal supplemented by 2
years of experience working with vocational
education programs (Graduate study at vocational education will substitute for one yew of
the required experience
Minimum entry level salary is $32.440 with
additional salary based on degree and years of
approprsaie work experience
For those interested in • challenging career, call
502-$24 7546otwnteKy Tech West, 100 School
-Avow& Madisonville, KY 42431 for an employ
Mb application Applications must be received
by dose of business June 16, 1995
"Am Equal Opportunity Employer WM"

EXPERIENCED waitess
wanted days only Apply in
person, Hungry 3ear
Restaurant

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and car
answer no to a few questions you may quaity for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
MALE
$11 61
14 18

age 50
age 55
age
age
age
age

FEMALE
$920
1096

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
17 50
1309
60
21 78
1554
65
1933
70
27 31
38 77
26 18
75
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increace

McCONN ELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

EXPERIENCED carpenter
in framing & finish work
Must be a perfectionist
436-2766

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

EXPERIENCED travel
agent needed full or part
time Send resume to P 0
Box 430 Gilbertsville KY
42044

HAIL DAMAGE

HINTON & Son's Cash &
Carry now accepting applications for full time dekvery/
sales position Must be at
least 18yrs old with a vaild
drivers license Apply in
person at 621 S 4th St
next door to D&T Foods
METAL Fab at Calvert City,
Ky is taking applications for
welders and fitters of plate
and structural steel Phone
395-5300
MURRAY Christian
Academy is accepting applications for teachers,
grades K-6 Call 759-1555
for application

The person were seeking will have a minimum
of two years programming expenence in RPG
III and CL on an IBM AS/400. The successful
candidate should also have a strong working
NO EXPERIENCE $500
knowledge of Query/400, SDA, PDM, and
TO $900 WEEKLY/
DDS. Experience in a high-volume consumer
POTENTIAL PROCESSproducts manufacturing environment preferING MORTGAGE REred. An appropriate BS/BA degree is required' --""FUNDS OWN HOURS
as well as solid interpersonal and verbal
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 HOURS)
communication skills.
For immediate consideration please send
resume indicating current salary to:

JACK of all trades prefer
retiree for apt mainte
nance 759-4118 between
2 3prn

NOW hiring delivery drivers, flexible hours, minimum wage plus bps & commission Apply in person at
Papa Johns Pizza
PERSONABLE & enthusa
bc inside sales person for
local scoreboard manufacturing company Call after
2pre Mon Fri 759-1600
PRODUCTION & as
sernbly workers for local
scoreboard maufactunng
company Call after 2pm
Mon Fri 759-1600
RESTAURANT Manager
wanted for upscale supper
club Experience required
Send resume to P 0 Box
1040C. Murray. Ky 42071
SAFETY advisors.
$2150/per mo Company
will train, call Mon Fri
only
9am 1pm
615 399-8269
TRUCK
DRIVERS
NEEDED to operate 48
stales no Canada Haul
dry freight no HezMat ex
°silent pay and benlits Call
Continental Express Inc
1 800695 4473

Paintless Hail
Repair
DENTS U.S.A.
* No Paint or Bondo Used
* Keep your original factory finish
* Save Money - Save Time
• Save Time
I
Free Estimates
References Available
621A S. 3rd St. (behind D&T Market)
Murray • 753-0302

POSITION VACANCIES
The City of Murray has the 11,11ov:i ng vacancies as listed:
1. Meter header - Salary $11,000-$15,000
experience
and
depending
on
qualifications.
Assistant - Salary
2. Administrative
$11,000 - $15,000 depending on experience and qualifications
3. Welder (pipeline certification required)
Salary $15,000-$19,000 depending on
experience and qualifications.
Job applications and description for the
above listed positions are available at the
City Clerk's office located at 5th & Poplar
Streets in the City Hall Building.
Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00
p.m. June 15, 1995
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity
Employer
Drug screening will be required of al
applicants.

Fisher-Price
In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities.
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 how fixed (Monday-Friday. Firs(/Second/Third)
• 4 how fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.- I p.m./6 pm -10 p.m.)
Surting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and S5.30 for
8 and 4 how. Positions leading to regular full'time employment offer a
top pay roe of $8.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes m work with the world's best tnymakers.
please contact:
Murray Employseeot Ageocy
201 So. 12th Street
Murray. Ky. 42071
7S9-21S9
A. hqedOppeawiery Fareloyer 1.4/Fitare

MURRAY LEDGER

1""

•

sok.o04 Stockade now
lime cooks mown
hameher & salad bar aeon
dams APPY in Porlion
loom 2 4 Mon Fn
TAKING applications at
Dutch Essenheus House
Cabana

mod

Wks el
I*nay
I be lela SWAP
ry
lame&
0011 be

WAITRESS dancers
wanted Doi House Cale
Pans TN 901 62 4297
WAITRESS s•rv•rs
wanted expenenos noses
swy Grayson, Realm/
ant Pans 901 644 2525 or
901 243 4921
WANTED Machinist, Welder TIG expenenoe, CNCi
EDM • plus experience
requesd. retirees welcome
Send resume to P 0 Box
1024 Mayfield Ky 42061

VIM

5 pin.
II a.m.
days

wian.iFE/ Conservabon
Jobs Game wardens security maintenance etc No
exp necessary Now htrng
For info call
(219)7940010 sin 7159
8am 10prn 7 days

Mad

070
Domestic
& ChIldcws

ED waitess
only Apply in
Jrigry 3ear

CARPET cieaning, home
or business with Kirby dry
barn stain guard sham
poo 492 8238
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
penenced references Call
Lincla 759-9553

NCE

80
)ne
d car
e querify for
ly preferred
policy

RETArt. *endue eppoi
soweY wising loomions
Call
sialiable
I 800277 12/8
WOULD you We to be a
r•ypnotherapst an your Own
omega pfilk0100I yOu

help people & awn good
money at the same IMMO
yOu p1001100, can be For
irslormabon call the Ns
sonai Asscc of Conceit
bonal Therapy & Hypo oth•r•py
1 ea> 279 8004
ID

WILL babysit in my home
(fenced yard) Call for into
753-7940 leave message

FEMALE
$920
1096

WILL clean houses apt
offices etc Reasonable
rates reliable service Call
Denise at 753-8086

) UP
1309
1554
19 33
26 18

WILL clean houses, reasonable rates references
437-4064

crease

100
Business
OPPonunitY

C.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Possible $2500 part time
68000 full time monthly,
processing insurance
claims for healthcare providers Investment required Software purchase
plus computer Financing
available
1 800-722-SAMS

Y, KY

55-4199

HOME BUSINESS- Electronics medical claims filing
potential 20K-60K PT/FT
MMS the most respected
name in medical management Software, training
and marketing. From
$4,950 Free information
910-760-9080.

all

•A.

SUCCESSFUL medical
billing company offering
software to others interested in this booming business Software specifically
for billing services Complete training and software
$4,000 to $8,000
900-800-4021.

y finish

>le

WANT to bray MOW= I
Cotlectibils COCA cote
awns owe war wilacts
Mons einaliey ya with ad
veressrig gas & adadverse
wiggiesiswere EN* no
',tortilla etc Phone
753 3633 ask tor Larry
WHITE go go boots sue
6. 7 759 9113 atter
49111

Ankles
Fir Ise
10' CRAFTSMAN radial
arm saw 225 amp Uncoan
weber two utility traders
502 354 8254

BECOME of medical Van
scrotonist Opportunity to
work at home or in office
typing for doctors Home
study Free Literature
PCDI Atlanta Georgia
800 362 7070 Dept
YYG742

20 RIDING mowers 2
boats concrete mixer
camper Can 328 8 t 23 at
Mr Sprvi

COSMETOLOGISTS and
women •ntrepreneurs
learn etectrolysa short, individualized training Po
tential earnings up to
$25 000 No experience
necessary Call Mid West
Institute of Electrology.
1-800-9996908
TRAIN to drive tractor
trailers Fast and easy low
cost programs' Job placement available Potential
1500 to $700 a week More
inforamtion call now'
1-800-995 5832

I will sit with elderly, anytime Consider live in. ref ,
exp Call 753-4590 for
information

120

140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

STEEL BUILDINGS SUMMER SALE Painted walls,
5,000. sizes 30x40x 10
$4,775. 40x60x14 $8,345,
50x60x 14. $9.890,
50x75x 12, $10,832.
60x80x14, $13,626.
60x100x16 $17,017 Free
brochures SENTINEL
B UILDINGS
800 327-0790

/ ALPINE.
$
4
)
°C16:11d*
*C
rib°

•

Tapes

Clanorr cusAudio
Pk#iao>IC

3,

SUNQUEST WOLFF TAN
NING BEDS Commercial
Home Units From $199
Factory direct and SAVE'
Cal Today FREE NEW
Color
Catalog
1 soa 462 9197

Car

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dinstsee Center

SWIMMING pool distrait)
for must sell its enkre inven
tory of new 1994 huge
19x31 00 family sized
pools complete with sun
deck, fence and filter for
only $$98811 Act fast' 100%
financing' Cal now tel free
1-800 759 6058 Ask for
Ken Limited area

Arnow a s Sacond Cat

portunity

id of all
or toot, Coast to ("nave

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

irtunitics,
positions

10 p.m.)
55 30for
rit offer a
pecker.
Pyinakers.

TREADMILLS get serious
about physical fitness Full
selection of residential &
commercial units Buy fac
tory direct & SAVE' Cal
today for FREE color cata
log 1 800.553-5443

Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Mowing
Office 753-6910
1 -600-THE-DUCK

LADIES small size wedding
dress with veil 753-0789

112 Su 12th
Murray KY 420/1

Lowest Rtes in Town
().olly, Weekly or Monthly Rotes

USED be9e carpet, ap
proximately 60 yards
$250 753 9240

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071

Hrs. Mon -Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00

.3.

p.m.

o

Anytime By Appointment

2 UPRIGHT freezers
cheap+ 753-2976

I

5027159-1333
New
Peedelerip

SW11011111.01181ty At Everyday Low Prices
ConspleIe IltdOOr display for your privacy and yew around convenience.

OUEEN sae sofa bed Call
4365457

I

4PC 1110410014 wee wen
darted One year as ea
ceases condom Cad Ca
vie at 753 8902 or
7535651

alb
Name Per SIM

SO ACRES woe ewer
$37 sop
Dover To
SO2 750 4021

Au. ri siock Arneur• &
bedding

fekhoCAPO

tor new snits
mints Extra sevingsl Car
rare" Furniture 105 N
3rd 753 1502
l glees
CHINA cebnet
shet•es arid a light couch
we% two inaszrung choirs 11
4 drawer hung cabinet
4928815
COUC H I chair good con
dibon $85 Electric lift
char waoolent condatort
S200 cam 75.3 2635
FOR sale twee piece be
set consisting of a
headboan3 and loothoard
adaptable to either fun or
queen size chest and
dresser with attached my
rot excellent condition
Cal 753 4899 after 5pm or
Nave a message

2814 mobee hone C ha
eater knushed $275mo
Cowmen RE 7539898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
*emit or gas Walung da
tame to college 753 5209

Moses
hoes Lem For Rent
NEW part newer model
homes only Concrete
Orwell & walks Trash pick
up & city water $100mo
402 8488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park 75396.66

And Cco69

3 TON Evcon central ac
never used unable to use
paid $800 take $700 obo
W ATERBEDS 753 4821 before 5pm after
WHOLESALE Queen soft 5pm 437 4977
sided waterbeds $29900
310
Waveless mattresses from
$4495 Lowest prices in
Business
America "FREE COLOR
Fissure
CATALOG— Cad toll tree
1000 S0 FT OFFiCE
1-800-495 7533
space or small business
WHITE & gold velvet couch plenty of parking
84'long $75 2 Dark green 753 6106. 753 3258
velvet chairs with high
DOWNTOWN office space
backs and wood trim arms
from courthouse
& legs $75icia Ai excel- • OSS
$95/mo including all use
Call
lent condition
ties Also nice suite of or
753-6783 after 5pm
fices with windows
$595mo including all util
190
ties 753 1266
Fans
OFFICE or retail building
Equipment
zoned B2 approx 1600 sq
F GLEANER combine, Mc tt NE corner 1311 & Popu
hard land planter lar Cal 753 6001
753-7845
OFFICE or business 1000
RECLINER excellent con
dean 753 2247

FRONT end loader for sq ft 306 N 1211 next to
3000 Ford tractor Faye s 753 9212
753-9274
RETAIL Of Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
260
753 4509 or 753 6612
Sports
UNIVERSITY Square
Equipment
space available central
GUNS buy, sett or trade gas central air sky light
436-5650
retail andbr office space
high traffic area 7531492
210
ask for Loretta
Rrwrood

220
Musical
ELECTRIC guitar fender
amp. $150 759-1655
2.10
Misaiitarisous

12,380 apes Furnished
very nice near 114SU No
753 1 252
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm
1913 WISWELL Rd extra
large luxery 2br apt . central gas hie, appliances
furnished, no pets, lease &
deposit required Call
753 71135

A BEAUTIFUL Christian 1BR duplex on Hwy 290,
marriage Gatlinburg's ong energy efficient No pets
nal wedding chapels(Since $285 mo •deposit
1980) Photography
753-8848 before 9pm
music, flowers limos. iac
suites
CAJZZI
fireplaces 1BR furnished apt .
Weddings tor any budget $195mo available now,
water paid, no pets
Rev
Ed
Taylor
753-5980.alter 5pm
1-800-346- 2779
753 1203
MARRY on a mountain' Be
mamed in a seciuded new 1BR furnished apt
hilltop chapel surrounded $200mo plus deposit no
pets Hwy 121 at eve fair
by trees and Smoky Moun
Min views' No blood test, grounds 753-3139
waiting
period' 1BR, nice available now
1-800-729-4365
Coleman RE 7539898
SMOKY MTN MEMORIES Intimate chapel ad pining national park WED
DINGS, simple to elegant
photographs, flowers
gazebo, video, lodging Or
darned minister. no blood
tests, no waiting
1-800-2586797
WEDDINGS
OLD
FASHIONED Candlehte
ceremonies Smoky Noun
tains Chapel. overlooking
river, near Gatlinburg
HORSE DRAWN CAR
RIAGE. Cabins Jacuzza
Ordained Ministers Corn
ekes arrangements No
lest/wading HEARTLAND
1-800-448 VOWS (8697)
270
Noose For Sale
1989 ATLANTIC doublew
ode well mainlined 3brs 2
baths central hra Call
437-4982, after 5pm
FOR sale or Wade, very
nice 12.65 furnished mobile hornet on Ky Lake near
Aurora. $5 250 Days
501 763 4926 nights
501 763 3092
MOBILE HOME LOANS
S•IlitrsiBuy•rsrOwners
1964inewer 12 larger
Green Trait Fnancsel 5%
down payment %Mem
wig Equity loans Land/
Home Reshot calls wet
come 1 800 221-11204
ONE of the Southeast
largest & oldest retailer of
queity built homes Shop
and compare well be your
best housing value Dinkins
Noble Homes, Inc Hwy
raf Pans To, weekdays
al 800 Sat 116 00 AI Sun
1 00
to
6 00
1 800-642 4.561
QUALITY homes_ depend
able service and afford
albite prices Your housing
leadoff' Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc Frtyy 711E
oars To 1-000-642-4561

2.6% Ovlital
townhouse
nem heUeli 40106WIDOS
Oufnuined Rent yer.••
$360 430 Cal 753 IMO
to more deems
AA Embassy Aperenenia
anneal gas hem &Arabs,
C0100•411

RE 753 91198
LARGE Ito ape 2 sea in
dose% closer than diorno
very tow otiose $225- Rio I
Pelson $250rriti 2 emote
753 2339 or 7536.787
11104 CAL Acierensines now
accopeng appons for
1 2 and 31: apartments
Phone 759 4964 Equai
Houssvg Opportune,
MURRAY Manor Apart
menet now accePting lIPPI
cations for I 21de spot
merits Appiy in person
1 30pm 4pm Mon Fri
1409 Otegiud Dr
NEW 2br duplex carport
deck etc evoiabie now
$400 nit) 75.3 3031 heave
message
NICE 3b1 apt central he
located on campus closer
Wait than dorms to MSU
very very law utilities 2
people $400-rno 3 people
$450 mo 753 2339 or
753 8767
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent Pious
en Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
Nolen Sam 12noon No
phone calks please Equal
Housing Opportunity
PASTURE & born space
included with furnished 1 br
apt
utilities included
$350rno 435 4236 week
days 7530732
VERY spacious 2br 2 bat
duplex, appliances turn
ished, red hook up. central
gas heat. $525mo 1 mo
deposit. years lease no
pets
753-2905 or
753.7536

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOM efficiency, very
near MSU, partial utilities
furnished Available now
Coleman RE 753 9898
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kadien Irving room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753 9896
2 1BR furnished apts
1604 4 fitter, partial WO
ties pod no pets 2BR
furnished apt partial Ali
ties paid no pets 1604
Miller
753 0932 or
753 5898
28R 2 bath duplex gar
age central gas hest central as pso mo Coleman
RE 753 9898
28R apt on 908 Hiltwood
Dr 2135/nvo 759 4406

Yard Sale
641 & 10 TOM Tity1Or
Rd Wei Run SubCt
Brittany Lane
.AS 9 & 10
Frt U Day
Set 6-12 Noon
Children s & exrm
craws. toys and rots
or odds & erds

Yard
Sale

28R townhouse on Diu
guild Central WA Available
now $3251no Coleman
RE 753-911041
28R upstairs apt 1134 S
1311 St. depose & lease
no pets 75341001 leave
TOOline•

& L Rental Property an
nouncits openings at
Sherry Lane Apes near
MU These ararecere two
bedroom units Wm* tor
$440 & wit be reedy tor
Jur* move in Grey's Prop
erase is Ilium appkcations
Call 7512001

S am?
121 South 3 mites to
Overby Rd left 110
mile • watch for

Thuns & Fr1
Juno $ 1 9
I ant-S pnt

SOS
Art conchtioner toots
r161$ Colts, liCraivIl
Iter0W5 MOWS lots
more a jurli

010 Murray City Part
TOO many items ID
'
,WW1 E very/ling
priced to ter

5 Party
Garage Sale

3 Family
Yard Sale
Sat 6-1045
7 111112 Noon
1505 Orford Dr
Murray

Keniana Sub. on
Marguerite Dnve

Thurs • June

Juns

June 9 & 10
8 am -4 X pm

Two Party
Garage Sale

9

$03 Goodman St
7 30 - 7

Ncusehoid gems chid
ren andai clothes
Uchen supplies toys &
Os mom

Fri. & Sat

Ran of Shins
Room size err core
boner

SALE OF SALES

1506 Dudley Di
Fn
Thurs
June I 1 9
7 am -5 p
'so mu, anha 'An 31cin
balionrds noccr2 Pato we
linalurs OS of qr.* cesalrao

caltsa maw dohs •
stoat 10010 eta.".. pr.
Arinel
net ore tw
30 MIK WO

2 Party
Garage Sale
1533 London Dr.

Rooms
For Ries
ROOM for rent washer
dryer, kitchen access
753 7115

In Canterbury

Fri I Sat June 9 & 10
7 Niles east on 94 to Burtuten grocery, turn right
on Fe/on-Newburg Road, S miss to sale on Woft

•

Guns hew.; eqiipmen1 Uncoin welder 100 gal KI
kerosene leer wheal barrow alum dog boa meta
twice posts carpet (1(119 12)12) hand toots micro
save mower sawn wheels hon. impierrwints
electric lancers duel hoist dated grind rock concrete
tiodui hay ring kl• octets appliances 100 linens
cilhes much more

r- Need Extra —
Cash?
•

Run a Classified. —

CLASSIFIED

Frt., June 9
Sat., June 10
Variety of items

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER

340
Houses
For Rent

2BR 1 bath house for rent
Newly decorated electric
heat stove & refrigerator
furnished 8300 mo 1
month deposit, no pets
753 2905 or 753 7536
2BR no appliances no
pets $275 mo deposit re
Alter 5pm
quired
753 4860
NICE 3Br 2 bath brick
house with 2 car garage in
Panorama Shores
$600/mo plus deposit No
pets 12 rno lease Refer
ences required Call
474 8430 after 69 m

Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

A

For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile. good &tying t aux d
and have own vehicle insurance
Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times
phis gas mileage E ain $11,000 $16 000 or rrior•
per yew

II interested contact Jeff Duncan Circulation
Menage/ at the Murray Ledger & Times and
complete a resume No phone calls please

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, June 10, 1995 • 10 00 a m
regardless of peicii • rain Of shine —
311 North 6th Street, Murray, Kentucky

•

PRIVATE 2br frame house
in country central ha fruit
trees grapevine, garden
area plus storage Avail
able irnmediatety $393irrio
plus deposit 753 7724 or
753 5303
Mrs Z0118 Hudson has mad* the decision to sell her family
home of many years. the Yates estate, at auction This is an
absolute saki with no minimum and no reserve
This Charming stone cape cod features a large living room
with fireplace, kitchen, dining area. 4 bedrooms. full basement with drive-in garage area, hardwood floors throughout
security doors, storm windows, and a lovely back lawn
Terms on Real Estate 15% down day of sale baianc• at
Closing within 30 days
Also offered will be the following items of personal property
Sofa, chair, antique corner cupboard, Maytag washer & dryer.
Several old framed prints. collectible pottery including several
pieces of old stoneware, ladderback chairs kitchen (toms.,
picnic table. wheelbarrow. hand tools and many more items
not listed Terms on Personal Property Complete settlement
day of sale
ACTION REALTY & FARRIS AUCTION
W Dan FarrisCAJ Auctioneer
Mar R. Dodd- Broke
002) 492-8796
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY

VERY secluded 3lar ap
pros 17yrs old on 2 lots in
Anderson Shores near
lake Possible owner Ii
canong with $2 000 down
502 442 5647
For Rent
Or Wei
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40imo 756 4081
NOW renting' Eastsid•
Boat & Mini Storage Cal
now to flionOfVe your space
7599635 or 753 0834
STORAGE easier or rent
753-7888

••••••• fro•••••••••• ow •or in. mon.*

••••• .an•

3'0
Lkonoca
Supplies
FOR sale 24 necAower
cattle taller good condi
bon. $3.600 7536072 at
ter 7pm

A

28R duplex in Northwood
759 4406
2BR duptex, applianoss
furnished gas heat deck.
wrd hook up like new
436 5725

9 Party
Yard Sale

Yard Sale
.Anti t 9 10

330

AKC German Sheppard ex
c•Ilent background
healthy tree obedience in
eluded 502 436 2858
ALL birds & supplies 30%
off Ave's Aviary 5155 711
St 750-4119

C

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, June 17, 1995 • 12 Noon
Little has moved to a permanent residence and Is
offering Ms fak. house lo the highest bidder.
635 Jennings Road • Lake City, KY
DIRECTIONS Going east on Hwy 62. turn right fuel past
Knolls Bar-8-0 Restaurant onto Barkley Darn Rd Turn
immediately right again onto Depot Rd Proceed to and turn
right onto Jennings Rd
A home awry from home - If you want In be near Kentucky
Lake. Land Between the Lakes and all the outdoor beauty of
this area • kook 81 this
Regardless of Prico--

DOG obedience ciesees or
envie& Serving Murray 14
years 4382856.
MINITURE Dachshund
AKC registered 382 2733
or 7539025

Preemie
LYNN Grove U pock ber
nes noiv open Mon Sal
7are to 7pni for Blueberries

KENTUCKY Lake LOW
lend West/
WW -laM
apartment utilities
, balm
dudecl rent bared on Oki
00111111 561 elder, handed. HALEY Appraisal samsa
deatied Equal House* esa Haley sera wood
Opportunity
Cal NW 22e$
602 364 MIS
p.

•

S30Ci

2BR 1,, bath new carpet
$350 me • deposit Call
492 8238

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

ami

arnZ
s

•

Must

MO. room

FRESH fish, Murray Bait
Co 753-5693

SNAPPER 25' hi- vac
mower $500 obo Call
759-4606 after 9pm

0-$15,000
re
and

ns is 5:00

FIBERGLASS topper lor
long wheelbase, full size
pick-up. $250 436-2523

PRESSURE CLEANERS
NEW PSI 1300$249, 2500
$599, 3500 $899- Honda
350051,099 Factory direct
tax-free, prompt delivery
Call 24-hours Free catalog
1 800-333-WASH(9274)

Court Square

-1 for the
3le at the
& Poplar

ANTIQUES dining room
suite bedroom suite,
kitchen table & chairs,
marble lop tables( 2 end &
coffee), etagere. china,
crystal & silver 753-1513

NARROW leaf madole &
INTERMEDIATE size trac- burley float plants Call
tor, need a box blade, bush 753-0619 if no answer
hog, mowing machine, leave message
grader blade, age of equip- NEW metal siding & roofment not important Must
ing Cover 36' cut to length
be in good shape Phone in 10 colors gatvanized
Rob Walston nights
and galvalume Secondary
753-8117
if available Portable carUSED 250 or 500 gallon port kits 489-2722 or
Call 489-2724
propane tank
759-9752
POST frame buildings size
24'x40'x9' Eave price
$5.178 plus freight Other
sizes available Blitz builders 1 800 628-1324

D'ART SUPPLY

required)
Inding on

$595 POOLS POOLS
$595- Brand new 19:31
family We pool complete
with deck titer, liner, heat
ing device and more' 100%
financing 1 800-846 2725

ENCLOSED utility trailer
6x10x6ft high, $1000, obo
502-247-8754 after 5pm

753-7201

- Salary
3ri expert-

2 WHEEL cargo trader for
sale with Pinch that fits 1990
Oldsmobile 753-6744

HAWKINS RESEARCH
NOW LOCATED AT BOGARD Trucking and Ex1304-E CHESTNUT IN cavating, Inc We haul top
THE DIXIELAND SHOP- soil. gravel, Id dirt, white
PING CENTER, NEXT TO rock, rip rap Mon -Fri
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA. 8-4pm, 753-2446
CALL 753-7001.
BOW HUNTING EQUIPMENT Bow hunters disREHAWKINS
SEE
SEARCH FOR YOUR count warehouse
COMPUTER AND OFFICE America's largest archery
FURNITURE NEEDS. supplier, stocks over 5,000
bow hunting items at
753-7001.
20-40% off retail Call
SHORT ON MEMORY OR 1 800 735-2697 for free
HARD DRIVE SIZE, SEE 160 page catalog
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN
DIXIELAND CENTER. ELECTRIC computerized
treadmill, $500 753 9240
753-7001.

Ages 5-13

ng vacan-

2 STEEL sales at Horton
Lock Shop One 52H x 32w
x 250 74H x 36W x 310.
burgles resastanai., It. rat
ing 753-59130. 753, 1203
after Seen

BABY quilts $10/ea Hundreds to choose from
328 8703

Computu•

:ART LESSONS]

Market)

1.11

lbws
Ilmiebes

Ilegeiftear

11

JUNI I191e.

TssulliSIDAY

TII.to S

Open House Sunday, June 11 • 2-4 p.m
This property features a well built 2 bedroom cottage wilarge
hying 1130mAtIoning area, stone fireplace, natural gas and
pubhc Water. AMC 10Cated on this property is an ideal shop,
storage budding lOx It wired and ready
Terms on Real Estate 20% down day of sale balance at
closing wehin 30 days.
Also dieted will be Several items of personal property
Terms on Personal Property Complete eetllertMlal day of
sale.

ACTION REALTY & FARRIS AUCTION
Ilea R. Dodd • Wear
P.O. lies 1411
ew
w wassaimat

W. Dee Pante • CAI Amities**
Wasik KY
(11,1340$4710
OW a MI IOW IMINIIina ONI

0111•11 OMNI.

•

12

THIJIIIIDAY. AAR S. Isis

MURRAY LEDGER • THIES

1I =

Moo
OR lib
•

1st Time
Yard Sale
Thum FA a Sit
June LI. 10
On 13* 3 mess
East al Dexter.
2 OWSOOM 90194, 2
&
coixtes. odd
chars ashes & COS
ItCbCin

4 Party
Yard Sale
1602 SYCIRXIM
Frt. June 9
Sat, June 10
ars-12 Noon
Stove caudi. chars.
m.sc Criartin baby
items Somettwc
everyOnt

YARD
SALE
F-rt & Sit
6 ant-4 pin
641 It turn r1;11110,110
1124 hod aille& red
br1ct00rkit
pail Alm Height&
Look tor sign.
Rain or Shine

YARD SALE
Frt., June
7130 a.et-5
641 N. Late right en
lary 1624,
past
Alone Sore en lit

1111111-Family
Yard Sale
SRI S. RIK dimly
IOW Pater fad
trod let
&L. Aura 9
SA, Aine 141
7 anr,-2
Fianna* (table caw&
radari wed ap
pierces chiOrers &
adtAl Mates wale.lee
loon

KOPPERoD Realty has
buyers ening io purcheme
homes at price ranges
yoL. are thinking; or soling
contact one or our cowrieowl arid professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by once at 711 Mon St
SCR CAL Realty professions' Mai ester manager/Wen nasiderisai commix
ciai tab* us to handle you?
nisi *WM hisedozhes) A
cost ct.illng occupancy rviwaving +novo 753 4444
TAKE a kali Rieke an otter
21, eke property Wilson
Realty 121 South Cal
7535066

BEAUTIFUL wooded Yaw
front lot deep yew wound
wow needed water law
restricted subdivision
dose is Wormy 7594410
LAKE LOT SALE' Esau,
size homeroom with penile
Wee wens m Kentudty
From $8,900 Financing
FREE coior brochure Cal
now 800456-1323 en
3967 Woodland was

Evertor new usieted
-es Sags arms sects
+got eves so uncloses
oas raga WOO Ott al
gr's and Oafs
=Ms en I wisic
goner ogees

YARD
SALE
Frt June 9
am.-2 PJTL
Sat_ Juno 10
ara4 p.m.
1801 Coldwater Rd.
Cotes ashes Nees Se
crr tememal --

t Sonahre
weryoss

Garage
Sale
Miller Hicks Rd. off
Old Murray Paris Rd.
F. & Sat.
I am.-5 p.m.
T OorS
hOoSehOld
items. ClOtheS & Car

accessones

Yard
Sale

2 LOTS n Preston Heights
al oases marimba, lot size
1001230 each 753-9741
60 ACRES new Blood
Carer I Ky Lake. reckded to
$695 per acre easy terms
759 1022
BAYWOOD Vista nice lot.
$ 1 950 easy terms
756-1922
BEAUTIFUL flat lot all
inurdergrourd otyu
ducing gas Last araiable
lot on Preston Heights. kr
cased behind Gatesborough $13900 753.2339
BY owner large '8 acre lot
WI Woodgase Subdivecin
al city takes'included Restrictions &POI' Priced
$16900 Cal David King
753 8355 Mon- Fri
759 9854 nights &
weekends
Nice ergs lot 110x217
new subdivision. nod io
Oaks Country Club
753- 5691

103 ACRES al fenced in.
survirred 2 barns a garage
2smal buildings tool shed
3br doubiewide with house
root I cenxin added, pond
stocked with fah Shown by
appointment only
436-5648
33 ACRES. siodted Whs.
fenced pasture, greenhouse 14.70 3tx mobie
home Coleman Reei Etats 7539898

870 Riviera Tr. Pk.
Sat, June 10
8 am
:ots of gems from
baby

to adutt

YARDIMOVING
SALE
Fri., June
7 a rn-12
505 S. lith St.
'30 %ensue dons
aryseaoorrl ins esnes cores ammo
rice( wre mime se Scy
ce beam* am l,.
•sbermes MIA ga
beide i raw.

.11

YARD
SALE
Fri, June 9
8 int.-2 pt
1110 Rivernod Rd.
Davy chowei deem
t24.11we snit Ftsi
pm Ian

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

1622 KIRKWOOD Drive.
3br home with large
letchen LA. central Ara,
bored asec moorage. carport storage shed, sendMoly landscaped with large
badiyerd 7591673
29R 1 bath cedar Wag
home mei detached 20x24
shop/garage on 2 acres
West of IAray. $36.000
362-2486
3BR duple], tor sale
753-5114

MP Wm,Oar gas rims
elly mole earl wills=
iliwe MI at cry
837100 cm 753-313111
3111R I Owen log keine 1310
se 9armee Iva voiAmil
sire vest mem isen
hreetace pane wee
$42.700 4691076

lr1 I
1111111111
;
IN MERCURY Ilmeee
Perecr. 70,./U0( miss eallre
mos. $4.700 73341170
dem ---3lass MUSTANG amieserte
die. A I coadition
436-4276

•lir

Four Star
Mobile Horne
Parts II Service

riMall CHIVAS We/mow
Me best. Ile 1301. Mem
Crime poser min. ea&
likrough wird shell good
emedemat $5 POO ode
753 9407 or 753 0978
hew message

tan PONTIAC Grand Prix WEADOO 1993 3sealer
20 airloaleiC with am $411.6 19*3 XP 114 775
106 tilh 7to Wye par* grey. wheals, sharp 1904 SP $3975 1911141 SP
$2.696 437 4723
moat ;makes; lot central 4354294
111.0
Ws 753,4261 or 7594227
IOW TAURUS, kept aides
AVOID realms met 761 2 12.250 Cal 71106715i
Mei eith ergs yied sew
11190 GRANO AM red. 20
on i21 N
ag• •
4ay1. SAD. wt.omega ex
452296
colons oonaleret. 90.XXX Al Al A TREE SERVICE
'Yawner Wow averaged noise 750.201111
hedge trimming landscap
vela 20 innyl Wag very
ing muldang I /mach haul
1901
MAXIMA
SE.
pri.
good condition good
ing guess dewing Clean
Cali Bose ansolm, Memo met uppink garbage Odd lobs,
neighborhood
black
tape
with block
753-1352
moving
Weber interior. $11.995 also Al househk1
Free manatee Tim Lamb
Iacreage
FARM house
7534416
4314740reduced, 14 acres 2 or
1992 THUNDERBIRD
ibis 753-2171
professionals
wham. one owner. 40.30Ut A 1 Tree
removal
tee spew
Stump
FOR Invariant. 2812sci ft
eacellent condison
ma serving Murray. Callonew duplex Fall Brook 750-2118 cal Oat Spun
way County since 1980
Sub Rental income
$11133sid Price $123 COO 1992 TOYOTA Paseo Free imamate' 4362247
750-1992
or 4924737
4920516 or 762-7221
1993
MAXIMA GXE, prs. A and A Lamb's lawn mow
FOR We by darner 2br
ww.
CO.
ewe, intim ste- • bght hashing, tree trimin
iown
rice
lot
beet brick
fenced yard Nonce budd- reo, Neck with gray heeler ming. Mark 436-2528
ing 7530196 or 753-6491 inierior 753-9240
ALCOA vinyl siding I trim
sher 5prit
1993 NISSAN Maxima Replacement windows 1311
Speed 492-8103
NEW 2W homes priced in GXE.firm, excellent condi70s & 80*.Ilmencing wai- tion Cal 4364033
ALL around hauling mowst*, MI consider rade
I984 CAMARO 228, blue, ing tree wort punk dean
753-3672 Wier 5pm
loaded. lady driven 17,500 up, cleaning out gutters.
Joe 436-2867
NEW affordable homes, miles Asiung 516.750 obo
Frankfort
2-30r et °V Starts at mid Phone
inencarq evelabie, 502-227-8015

Esisessa Vest
Unesseamme
liseess warm"

luxe

'
ota

II Ikea
Sew/ tUTig
V e=

Cowrie
Doors ithwees
Selites
Decks. Tressed Lases,.
HenstaIs, Osneer Or
WI=

4 x I - $27108
6 x 10 - $425.00
10 x 16 - $775.00
mew Roots Ce•er Disk
Amadei

S 'rules soon of Muni,/
out 541 kifff
(SW) 411244118
AU. carpentry 1Syrs exp ,
foundations, slabs. sidewalks, driveways. buildings
remodeling. repairs. AGC
conked 4892214
ALL phases of tree care
maintenance including 'arbitration, pesbcidabon
storm damage repair by
The Professional John
Bever Call 436-5334
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

STORM DAMAGE??

payment' leas then rent
Ullman.. storm sewers.
curbs & at underground

uttess 753-4444

Exterior Construction and

NEW home, Coke Camp 1974 CHEVY Chiryienne 1
wound Rd 3W 2 bath, cen- ion duel. prs. pt. a/c. 4
tral gas II electre. 190ft speed, 454, new tires,
living area on 122 acres. $3.500 firm 759-1665
nice cal IA* Cl Realty
1974 FORD new paint.
753-4444
looks & runs good
753-9614

Repairs - Roofing - Siding

1981 GL-500 Silverwing
new row we. new windshield road reedy, $1295
753-0331

1976 CHEVROLET pckWt. 6cyl, straight shift,
100,XXX miles, Call
410-2032.1W 4pm
1978 CHEVY pick-up. runs
good, $950 753-6709

1982 KAWASAKI 1000
LTD. 9,600 mikes, $1,1100
759-1607 or
obo
4744325, Den

1978 CHEVY SVVB pickup. 350 engine, new brie.
good condition, $2,200
obo 492-8238

1963 HONDA 650 Nighthonk, eicellsnt condition,
$1.750 obo 759-1274 altar
6Pfl1
1991 BLASTER looks
good, runs great, new
brakes and MAW $1,900
obo 7531640-

1985 GIAC- good shape,
asking $3.000 obo
759-2324

1992 HARLEY Davidson
FXRS, low rider cortre
We, extra dean, extra
chrome, 2 tons pant tourrig seat, factory windshakl
saddle bags, $12,800
obo 753-0632 days,
436-5575 alter 7 30pm

1987 GMC truck, one
owner, good condition,
$6,250 492-8360
1988 RANGER 5sp,
$1,975 obo 1989 lsuzu
pick-up. 5sp,
$2.150
obo 1990 F-150 XLT Lariat 4.4, loaded, $8.500
obo 753-1522 or
759-4806
1990 CHEVY Silverado
1503 AN the extras and
camper Call after 6pm
753-7860

1967 VOLVO 122, 4dr,
good condition, $3.000 or
best otter 901-593-0311

1990 FORD F250, Wats on
blue, auto, p/s, pit,. V-8
dual W.new Ores Looks
and drives mei $6.350
Phone 502-875-4050
Dealer

1971 CHEVY lAsidu 4dr,
73,XXX &Wel miles, runs
line. $500 tato 7591900
atter 5pm

1991 MAZDA B2200 rickLIP Orly. &F. P'11, Ist• good
condition. low miles, one
owner 7594908

1982 CHEVY Caprice.
$800 obo 759-1807 or
474-8325 Dan

1992 S-10 Blazer, Tahoe
pkg 2wd, 43 V-6, auto,
812.500 489-2259

1965 VOLKSWAGEN Golf
Sap. sunroof. good ca
d" $1.250 750-3003

1993 S-10 TAHOE 32,XXX
miles, stil under warranty,
merry accessories, 28 V-6
1966 BON 32SES, ea* 5sP. 88.200 753-3132
lent condition Call Mae message
7534649
1994 FORD F-250 XLT
1906 CHEVROLET libation Lanni. 14,XXX mess, mint
on. new ores, 97.)00t condition 492-8659
miles, $1.900 obo FOR sale 1988 Chevy
7534821 Wore 5pm. alter Silvered°, bled'a gray with
5prn 437-4977
gray interior, loaded
19116 DODGE Charger 2.2 79,XXX nem 527-5294 at
ter 5pm
753-5380

1906 PEOGEOT 506 ST1, TOYOTA pick-up 1991
runs good. $1.000 4cyl, Sep, at. arnAm cam
red. 511K, new twee $6.995
7534709
Nissan Sentra 1991 char1988 BUICK Regal coal. 43K, ac. 4sp
753-2212 after 5pm. 901442-1495
7534906 Wore Spni

1906 UNCOLN Town car,
good
condition
502-4924358
1999 Escogr stow obo
753-1522 or 7564806

1990 Grand Am LB,bright red,convertible type top, one owner. 56,000
miles.
1991 Grand Am LE,loaded, bright red
with sunroof, ground effects, 44,000
miles and one owner.

1974 PROWLER 239 long.
sleeps 7.$4,700 Wier 5pm
75343138
1980 NOMAD camper.
23*4 It long. se awning,
key sell contained. with
Reese heck extra clean.
94.500 obo 400-2538

199$ Lumina Miro, black with burgundy interior. 4 dr., 79,000 miles
and loaded.

as.
& s.

121 South Murray or call 75S411111.
after &SO please cell 75242211..

Bruce Green

Building Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 7534343

1982 HAS Rose beet
211f lon. 70hp
motor with rww
drive en trailer
1101-350111264

g=

1985 17FT SIMMER.
Feed dcolerione.OW out-

die" walk Iwo* lied
shield 71130110
PONTOON 22, 110hp Fainted* motor. all, 1973.
$2.000 7534394

watellsimon, mow replacemint 7501515

beck Vinyl slang we3
decks. addlionk roofing.
20yrs experience. bee nellmaws 753-2592

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Spec system driveways. Amulm.. foundaeons. KITCHEN CABINET REetc 7564664
FACING /Asko your old
BACKHOE Service. caw new again with Formica. Al
pleas foundations. spec colors, free estimates
systems R H Nesbit, Con- Wults RICIfilly. Murray.
struction Phone 492-8516. KY. 439-6580.
pager 762-7221
LAMB Brothers Tree Service. 502-436-5744.

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
Installalion and repel, el

work guaranteed.
753-1134 or 436-5632.
BUSHHOGGING Gardens

picrived. disked. driveways
graded. Milt Jones
437-4030.
BUSHHOOGING blade
work, lawn mowing I weedewing. 409-2077.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
moat home, boas. RVs
and etc. Excellent promotion, high quality, excellent
value. Roy 1.61 7564664
CARROLL'S Custom garden tilling, grader blade

PAINTING & desesserg.
30pneepensaos.linseed
sow Amos Lionipinsfy
437-4706
PAINTING, waren ederIra trarretaber oarripaelese
meek bee sellatelles ea

01-241-3502

REMODEUNG and wowway repairs Cal us for at
your conwniciaon needs
Service Pro 756-1774
ROCKY Conon home repea. plunibip. roofi4 siding I addisons. Al we
home a motile home repair. Free estimates
474-2307

SEAMLESS girders
reeidenlei or ownmemiii Semi Gutter Co.
7534433.
SUREWAY Tres & Stump
Insured Wei Id
LAMB'S Tree Service, tree Removal,
equipment.
Free esof
line
removal,
hauldimming &
night,
Day
or
tinsatos.
ing. eIc. 430-226e Pat
763-64114.
LAWN ewe,mowing & Vim- THE Guest Cu. Seamless
mug. 430-2626.

aluminum gutters, variety
mowed. of colors. Licensed, inLAWNS
sured. Estimate available.
(502)751-3133.
759-4690.
LAWNS mowed & trimmed,
senior citizen discout fres
TODD Roofing, free oedesdnieles. 437-4726.
emas. Call 492-8657 day
LEWIS Exterior Clearing or night.
houses. mobile homes,
brick & vinyl, buildings, WANTED yards to mow.
sidewalks, free =i- 763-8908.
•
mams. (502)753-6490.
WILL mow awns for reaUCENSED for electric and
gas. 753-7203.

sonable rates. Call
763-7940 have message.

work, bush hogging lots, MB GENERAL CONestimates. STRUCTION & MAINTEfree
502-492-8622.
NANCE: carpentry, painting, electrical, siding. other
CHIM Chim Chimney &
maint.
apt.
Sweeps has 10% senior (502)436-2819 fax or
discounts.
We
sell
citizen
modem avast.
chimney caps and screens.
MOODY'S mower repair
435-4191.
pick-up and delivery.
COUNTERTOPS, custom. 753-5668.
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray. MULCH, delivered Murray
area. 436-5560.
436-5560.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating PAINTING int., ext. all
and Cooling Service. Corn- types of home repair, free
plete installation and ser- estimates. Call anytime
v ice. Call Gary at 436-5032.
759-4754.
PLUMBING repairman with
CUSTOM tilling & mai same day service. Call
bush hogging. 489-2995. 436-5255.

WINDOW & door repair &
replacement. 759-1799.

YOUR
AD
COULD

M

(---&

WOOD VCR- repairing
vial, camcorders, microwaves. Mon- Fri 9-12, 1-5,
free estimates. 7530630.

FREE to good home- 3
kittens, 1 dark gray male, 1
yellow & while male, 1 light
gray female. Utter box
Waned. 759-4467.
FREE lo good homes, 11
kittens, all colors. 437-4308
between 1pm- 5pm.

"Quick & Pointless
Automotive Dent Remover
Hail Damage, Door Dings
& Other Minor Dents

voiteladelatelibtalarat

Rem

Mi Mobile Service Available

Dutchmen's
Wash and Detail
We hand wash & wax plus complete
clean-up on auto's, trucks and vans.

HERE
CALL
753-1916

BILLY MORTON
310 North 4th St., Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8333

Free Pickup and Delivery Within City Limits

Call (502) 759-1820
615 S. 3rd St. Ext.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Half block down S. 3rd off east Sycamore

"
140,,,'' Tree
Omit &nix.1003

Trio*

710
11:

Free atioAs

Tree Rem4

24 How Sante

Laridscal4

Y3'd Ibing

Heive monog

Tree Service c4anuc smte
Lott Hang, ac

awed & Opemiad By TiAd LAMB
Licensed 3 Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262
CONCRETE REPAIR
Crooke In Dnveways
Walkways- Pahos • Garages
Expansion Jowls Replaced - Walerproging
NI with 10 Year Warranty

1-800-700-9464
Free Estimates
Call Anytime - Local References

Sm. 1973

14F1 FLEETWING corn
P.t, good a3nd.3n. sicw.
& refrigerator, gas or
eilecInc. $1.500 4362497

$22 FOOT Holiday camper
$3000 Serious Inquires
only 502750-4414

HATCHER'S
AUTO SALES

We have been your Custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

THIValLa,rf rl:My CO

1992 Nissan PIC red, sliding rear
window, air, short bed, aluminum
wheels with white letter tires,
67,000 miles and sharp.

1993 Buick Regal Custom,black with
burgundy interior,4 dr. and loaded.
57,000 miles.
Coine see and teat drive at

No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Free Estimates
Cali Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

APPLIANCE PEPAi1111
and
Fads,email bp 3ow PATON basun
el*
eienidecIwers
melt boliklus 1116114. Mow
Men 2644161 eke 4pia.
and NM uniewileal
Howse UMW
kar &dr n This aseersis
Woolen 7532485
DAVID'S Weaning ImAPPLIANCE SERVICE ams We dean wipt. brick
aslesseis. raw
Kenmore Westinghouse. awe
Whirlpool 30. years am- bile home& RV 71111-4734
BOBBY DRYWALL linwhing.
perienc•
HOPPER 4311-56111
pan, addlates and blow
BACKHOE SERVICE rig ogling. 753-4761
BRENT ALLEN sepia 10111 GERALD WALTERS is

Serving Western Ky and West Tenn

M & M Remodeling
Service
A Prakatiosal Service
Specializiag ia Kiidiens & Bathrooms
Tie hip yes pies jeer New Udine it Bethreeia

Call 7534869
Pee tree goils

comalidiss.

1)ERRY
.44.1"
S
CUSTOM IMMO CAINNEtt
MIME WOCERVOIIISNO

AM Types 01:

Custom Woodworking
and
k\14....a.
kitchen & Oath Cabinets
• owo Ay aRI gee Ow Ihsavesai •
411.011serr • Rim

Illnine Owl" 1101111 a
743-0060

101.,--.46.

.a_Amokr

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY.JUNE 9,1995
For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Use
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: your charisma to obtain important
The sky is the limit for financial information. Collaborative efforts will
success when you land an important prove financially rewarding. Tooting
new job or contract. Your ability to your own horn gains you the ear of
handle heavier responsibilities influential people. Take a course in
impresses those in the corridors of philosophy or literature if you can.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
power. A money crunch should ease
by October. Go ahead and indulge Indulge a yearning for fresh air by
in a few luxuries during the winter joining the gang for an excursion.
holidays. Romance will be on your Pack a picnic lunch. An interest in
mind as 1996 gets underway. Next spiritual growth becomes stronger.
Do some reading. A shoulder masspring, vacation in the tropics!
cEI.EBRITIES BORN ON sage can soothe jangled nerves.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: comedian Jackie
Mason. musician Les Paul, lyricist You find a new freedom exhilaratCole Porter. basketball Wayman ing. A friend helps you deal with a
tough personal decision. Domestic
Tisdale.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): amusements hold strong appeal this
this dynamic day features good evening. Invite the neighbors to play
luck, happy romance and some cards or a favorite board game.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
-inside- information. Your ability to
look good whik getting the job done 21): Be more careful with your
will impress higher-ups. A raise or money, especially in social -sittral
tions. Owning up to your mistakes
promotion could be in the works.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): will help you develop a better underI-asorable trends help you launch an standing with that special person in
important project. Extra responsibil- your life. You talk the night away!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
ities arc heaped on your capable
shoulders. Extra remuneration is Tackle simple chores early in the day.
Your plans for the weekend could
forthcoming.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): suddenly change. Trust your instincts
Chaotic conditions at work may where financial matters are conhamper progress. Establish order cerned. You need to be more careful
and harmony at your post. Bargains with relatives who we under stress.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
arc found by comparison shoppers.
Be sure yiu can afford any luxuries Plan to spend time with good friends
this weekend. Once others know
you purchase.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): that you are in a sociable mood,
New financial gains will be linked invitations will be forthcoming.
to 8 purchase or joint enterprise. Communication with the younger
Picking a more experienced per- generation improves. Avoid fencesons brain helps a team project sitting. Speak candidly.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
nitAct ahead. Focus on fitness after
Entertaining at home brings great
work hours.(iet outside more.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: Imagi- pleasure now. Family members are
native associates will allow you unusually supportive. Be cautious
greater freedom. Strive to establish a when dealing with strangers. Once
solid financial best for yourself. you restore a better balance to your
1 ruq tad) expert advice when nuk- life. lave and marriage will be much
ing ins estrilerns.
hIPPier•
-101)41''S CHILDREN will be more obsdient.if given,a few simple
rules to folk)* 'mead ci a multitude of nienictions. "Don't Fence Me In"
could he thew Gemini.' theme song! Happy* name,these energetic and
• siml. or biitkMng toys will hold
-usu. children are fon to be sicend.
r.ing with their
enorminrs appeal for thew inventive tow They enjoy
hands as well as their minds.The idea 1011milie west will dem thej'aflhlsik. open -minded appancls in life.
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By Peter N. Gott.
DEAR DR (.011 I m an elderly
female with aching legs I take vita
nuns E. C lecithin calcium iron and
magnesium Am 1 taking too many sit
anuns and is this what s causing the
severe pain"
DEAR READER Aching legs in the
elderly can be caused by a vanety of
factors. chiefly bad circulation from
artenoscierosis Other causes include
nocturnal leg cramps 'spasms at
night and restless legs syndrome
luncontrollable aching and restless
ness. usually at night
If your symptom is due to deficient
circulation. you will need specialized
testing, such as an artenogram. to
identify the location and extent of the
arterial blockages. If the occlusions
are severe, you may have to consider
surgery to unblock the arteries
Nocturnal leg cramps are often
helped by quinine, and restless legs
frequently respond to the prescription
drug Permax.
You should be examined by your

tanuly physician to disemer the era
son your legs ache
To ipso you more ialonastson on the
numerous vitamins you are taking I
am sending you a free cop 01 my
Health Report -Fe& 1 Vitamins and
Minerals " Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long
self addressed. stamped envelope to
P 0 Box 2433. New York NY lois!
Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT I have an inflam
minion in my chest wall, under my
breast This has persisted for six
months, causing extreme pain in my
chest and back. along with shortness
of breath My doctor has me on
Ansaid 10o mg for control. but the
problem doesn't go away
DEAR READER The type of chest
pain that you describe could have
many causes, ranging from lung
inflammation and pleurisy to blood
clots, inflamed muscles between the
ribs or diseases of a rib itself For
example, tumors may form in t or
spread to) a rib, causing pain and dif
ficulty breathing

It sour ksiur using blood tests X
ra•• and other tests has been laimble
to disioyer the source tot sour pain I
suggest that you request a referral to
• pulmonary %pet talist In situations
such as sours two heads are always
better than one The specialist may
order further testing such as a bone
%L an to get to the bottom of your
problem
knsaid an anti inflammatory drug
may temporarily relieve your pain but
it isn t getting to the heart of the mat
ter 1 ou need a diagnosis
Iwo ‘t11-4•01

•••TIKKPIUst isss•

DR. CIOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D

DAILY COMICS
BLOND1E

Tea years ago
Calloway County High School
pulsated 1% seniors in commisMa at Lovett Auditorium. Mw ray State University. on June 6
Molly lines was valedicionan and
MAW Grimes was salutatoriaa
Kelly Bolls will represent Reams 1 of Future Homemakers of
Arnenca and the state of Keelucky at the national FHA comvenuon in Salt Lake City. Utah.
I. She will be a junior at
July
Murray High St. hoot and is the
daughter of Mr and Mrs Jerry
Bolls.
John Boxer of Murray won
Kentucky Golf Dnving Contest
held at Jeffersontown His winning drive was hit 311 yards, 7
inches.
Births repotted include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs Jeffrey Thompson, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Prather. and twin boys to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Underwood. June
3.
Twenty years ago
Murray Mayor John Ed Scott
spoke at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club
Winners of annual George Hart

free os62-1/857 day

no tor roses. Call
message.
or repair a
59-1799.
repairing
ors, micro" 9-12, 1-6,
753-0630.
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Thirty years ago
Kentucky Governor Edward
Breathitt Pus appointed Ernest
Fall. businessman from Fulton, as
a member of Board of Regents of
Murray State College to fill the
vacancy caused by the death of
lot.H White of Fulton.
"Mr and Mrs Frank Fitch and
children are going to take a trip
through the western states traveling with then mobile trailer.
from column. "Seen & Heard
Around Murray- by James C.
Williams. publisher.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 8. the 159th day of 1995 There are 206
days kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1966. a merger was announced between the National and Amencan Football leagues, to take effect in 1970.
In 1978. a jury in Clark County, Nev., ruled the so-called "Mormon
will," purportedly written by the late billionaire Howard Hughes, was
a forgery.
In 1982, President Reagan became the first American chief executive to address a joint session of the Bnush Parliament.
Ten years ago: Creme Fraiche won the 117th running of the Belmont Stakes, the first gelding to win the race.
Five years ago: Israeli Prime Minister Yiuhak Shamir announced
he had succeeded in forming a new right-wing coalition government,
ending a 3-month-old political crisis.
One year ago: Bosnia's warnng factions agreed to a one-month
cease-fire. President Clinton returned to Oxford University. where
he'd attended as a Rhodes scholar, to receive an honorary doctorate.

CONTRACT BRIOCie-
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CATHY
THE PADDED, PUSH-UP
I COMO totalt LitleyElttE
"BAT1iiN6 SUIT 49IVE1HE
mitt DOPtItAftE5 THE'E
Illtl5tON Of A VOLUPTUOUS
Ttit Ittst Of THE TIME...
BUST... BUT THEN WHAT??
...BUT THEN MAT ?

NOW CAN I BUY A SUIT THAT
DO ‘10ti
NUM FORCE ME
WANT TO
TO REVEAL IMISELF A FRAUD. TAKE THAT?
... BUT HOW CAN I NOT KV
A SUIT THAT, FOR THE FIRST
TIME IN MY LIFE, &IVES
ritE A CHEST ..°.??

NO, BUT 1
I WANT
TO Cone
VISIT IT

12071

your own
II you 99

Memorial Ladies Golf laistaison
al Tossuament at Murray Colliery
Club Were Dr Lea Lar11011.
championship flight. Dutch
Bryant. first Right. Emilie Mstch•
ell. second flight. Tow Harem
third flight. kan Dote*. fourth
flight
Beverly Patter. daughter of
Mr and Mn James Parker. has
signed a national Imes of intent
to attend the University of Align= on a golf scholarship
M C Garrott antes about Terrell Johnson and his macs in his
column. "Garrou•s Galley

TODAY IN HISTORY

B ID mow.
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
MIKE!ITHETNE
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PHOTO?:

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q 8 4
IP QJ 87
•J964
+J 2
WEST
EAST
•J 109 7 5 2
•K 6 3
5
43
• AKQ103
•8 7 2
6
+Q 1095 4
SOUTH
+A
IP A K 109 6 2
•5
•A K 8 7 3
The bidding:
South West
North East
3W
2W
2+
Pass
4+
4•
4 11
Pass
6W
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
There is only a razor-thin edge
between good play and perfect play.
For example, consider this deal
from a duplicate game where most of
the North-South pairs got to six
hearts. Unfortunately,the slam went
down at most tables after West
started with the K-A of' diamonds
These declarers ruffed.drew two

rounds of trumps,and cashed the AK of clubs. West showed out and
South, who could not ruff all three of
his club lowers with only two trumps
in dummy, had to go down one
Several declarers made the slam
by adopting a slightly better line of
play. It was only a small difference.
but it paid oft They realised that the
only real danger was the possibility
of a 5- l club division. and they took
steps to cater to that possibility
They drew only one round of
trumps before cashing the A-K of
clubs, and this allowed them to ruff
three clubs in dummy to maks the
slam.
It is true that by adopting this
method of play the successful declarers ran the risk of West rutting
the second club lead. However, if it
had turned out that West had a
singleton club and two trumps, the
slam could not be made by any lino
of play, so nothing would be lost by
failing to draw • second round of
trumps.

The best a declarer can do in such
situations is to guard against whatever he can,and not worry about lies
of the cards he cannot protect
against. One has to be philosophical
in matters of this kind.

•

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
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1 Boxingvictory abbr
4 Data (st )
8 Consumer
12 He ot b.
13 Tidy
14 Louis son
15 Sesame
16 Amassing
le New York cent
20 Only

GARFIEI,D
TO KEEP GARFIELD FROM TAKING
COOKIE5,I NAVE INSTALLED A
StJRVEILLANCE CAMERA

21 Asner ID
22 Distant
23 Work lam —
27 Heart
29 Actor Voright
30 Roman
Official
31 Mitchum ID
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LOOK UNE,
AND I'LL
LOOK
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT

. Seamless
III, variety
mood, inwailer*,

home- 3
pray male, 1
nale, 1 light
Litter box
67.
homes. 11
1.437-4308
5PIn-

Mit •

t o-

oven

MBE..
mOia
1

32 Also
33 Co-star of
William

Powell
34 Armstrong ID
35 Map
segment
37 Make into
leather
38 Hearing

cavity
39 Baby s
napkins
40 Tavern
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Forty yaws ago
Dr H C Chiles. pastor of Fust
Baptist Church. Murray will
leave June 10 for a tour of The
Holy Land, pan of New East and
pans of Europe This was a gift
from members of the chunh with
presentaucins being made bi Jkic
Pat Ward, treasurer. and Orwev
Ragsdale on June 5
The site for the location of the
Murray Country Club has been
purchased It is on the Nanny
farm between college Farm Road
and Highway 121 North on Johnny Robertson Road (Milkers
include Dr John Quenermous,
Henry Holton, James M Lassiter.
and Audrey Simmons Board
members are Verne Kyle. Dr ti
Robert Hahs. L D Miller, Charlie
Costello and C B Buchanan
Lt. and Mrs Nelson Williams
and Mrs Rose LaFlauer of
Holyoke. Mass, have been in
sled relatives and friends in the
area

DEAR ABBY
DEAN AtiliY I na '2h sears "Id
I've been reading your clilumn %mil1 was in middle school, and until
now. I never felt time need to %lint.. t.
you
Abby. I just can't understand
how anyone can tw sii incortaidermi
as to just tear a page out of inti li•
phone book in a public phone booth
I can't tell you how mans tilt),"
I've tned to look up a number ,,r
address to discover that the page
which has the information I need i•
The other day. I was sitting ii
restaurant when I saw ii lady if one
could justifiably call her that rip
out• whole page (torn the teleph4.ne
book and put it in her ;MI 1(.4' I felt
like going up to her arid going her
-what for.' but I held r11 tongue
Why don't these ITICAJT).11dIrrlitt•
people simply wnte doss n the num
bet they need and leave the phone
book intact for Ow next perisin'
1/11Sl
4 OM':
IN GIAles-11
DEAR DISGUSTED: You are
not slow.. I'm sure many who
reed this will identify with that
frustrating experience. Who
knows, because you took the
time to write to me — and I
thought your letter worthy' of
publication — many more telephone books may remain intact.
• • •

DEAR ABBY Our daub:lour ,•
getting Mimed in her himietiissii
Pennsylvania She and her flame
who is• Mexican citizen- art- work
tog in Mexico arid will lire there fl
lowing their wedding
She is planning• large wedding
Here's the problem They will Puss.
tO mail or carrs their gifts to Mi•xi
co And they will have ti i pay taxes
on everything
It would be so much 1414411.r for
them to buy everything they nee-d
when they get to Mexico If thei
receive Ilpfta Of money, it will smipli
fy matters greatly
How can I let people know, with
out appearing greedy, that they
should give the bridal couple
money' 1)10 I put it on the invitation.
or tell them shw is registered in n
store in Mexico"
Help' I need to know as o•iii as
possible, as the wedding invitations
will be printed soon
PLANNING A WEDDINf
DEAR PLANNING: To make
any reference to gifts on the
wedding invitations would be
moot improper. However, your
Idea of informing the guests
that your daughter is registered
at a store in Mezieo is a practical solution, considering the
tariffs if gifts are carried or
mailed into the country.
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Jaen Lae Lucy. daughter of
Mr sad Mrs Alvin litre,. was
hosiored at a peny in celebratioe
of her eighth birthday May 21
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr
and Mrs. James Ahart
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DEAR ABBY Your column on
spot a potential abuser
knocked me for • loop I am a
woman, and as I read the 15 warn
mg signs, I saw myself I was horn
fiod that this could be me'
I asked my husband ill was coo
trolling, isolating him from his
friends or verbally abusive, and
when he said 'Yes." I started to cry
He hugged me; then I asked him to
reed your column
He said that I have a problem
with six o(the 15 behaviors you listed He told me he wants to help me
work on those six
I am very thankful to my won•
dorful husband and to you. Abby.
for printing that bet I have it taped
to the miner in my bathroom where
1 can see it every Unie 1 go in and
out. 1 reed it every day to keep me
in tuns with my pebbles,:
T.I. IN OLINDALZ,CALIF
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Mrs. Lucille Shelton

Dillard W. Mathis
Funeral rues for DiUaid W Mathis will be ioday al 2 p.m a the
dispel of Collier Funeral Home Bob Wiley and Cecil Bellew nil'
officiate Burial will follow. a Cote Cemetery.
Mr Mathis. 69. Benton. died Monday. June 5. 1995. at 10 a m at
Marshall County Hospital. Benton
SIIISI*OSS include his *de. Mrs Loeeva Mathis; one daughter. Mrs
Patricia Dahl. Paducah. three sons. Steve. Phdhp and Mark Mathis, all
of Benton. four sisters. Mrs Mary Alice Johnson and Mrs Grctu
14orris. Hardin, Mrs Lucy Ross. Gilbertsville. and Mrs. Ann Thweau.
Benton. two brothers. James Mathis and Other (Kayo) Mathu Jr.
Benton. nine vandshildren

William D.(W.D.) Lassiter
The funeral for William D
will be today at 2
pin at Hazel Church of Christ.
John Dale and Bill Johnson will
officiate Banal will follow in
HS/el Cemetery with arrange
menu by Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel
Mr Lassiter, 71. Rt. 2. Hazel,
died Tuesday. June 6. 1995, at
5 27 p.m at his home A retired
mail carrier out of Hazel Post
Office, he was a member of
Hazel Church of Christ and an
Army veteran of World War II.
Born Feb 23. 1924. he was the
son of the late David Elben Lassiter and Effie Holland Lassiter.
Also preceding him in death were
four sisters. Rea Hatfield. LOCI
Cova Clark and Dolly
•
Lela Lassiter; three brothers.
George Robert Lassiter. James
Elbert Lassiter and Elbert Holland. two half sisters. Debora
McDougal and Rubene Beane'.
two grandchildren. Derrin Robinson and Christopher Lassiter.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs Faye Raspberry Lassiter:
two daughters. Mrs Marla Faye
Thompson and husband. Joe. and
Mrs Veda Robinson and husband. Ronnie. Rt. 2, Hazel. two
sons. David Lassiter and wife.
Cheryl. Rt 2. Buchanan, Tenn..
and Randy Lassiter and wife.
Vicki. RI 2, Hazel. nine grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren: three stepgreatgrandc hildren.
Also survising- are seven sisters. Mrs Lcra Anderson and
Mrs. Lau Gamer. Michigan. Mrs
Elta A inchester. Murray. Mrs
Mabel Hutson. Buchanan, Tenn..
Mrs Frances Stubblefield and
Mrs Lois Raspberry and hus-

Mn. L.cdle Shelton. 84. South Siadi Strom Mangy, died lodey.
June 11. 1993. at 605 aim. at her home.
Her husband. Hassell Shelton. died Dec. 12. 1979. Also precediag
her sm death were her weals. Will Hams and Lee Beanie Thompson
Hams; two wars. Mn. Veleta Tnpp and Ms. Vera Harris; one
brother, Ripen Hams.
Mrs. Shelton was a member of Cherry Corner Baptist Mira.
Survivors seclude one daughter. Mrs. Barbera Knight and husband.
Gene. Murray' one son. George W. Shelton and wife. Edith. Millboro.
Va a sister-in-law. Mn. Ruby Hams. Murray; three graadchildren.
Cindy Owen. Murray. Sandy Vernon and husband. Blase, Mayoden,
NC. and Karen Shelton. Miami. Fla.; five great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
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W.D.LASSITER
band. James. Rt. 2, Hazel, and
Mrs Rachael Carucci. New York;
five half sisters. Mrs. Matue Ann
Tripp and husband, Rudy. Mrs.
Virginia Kirks and husband.
Frank. Mrs. Peggy Davis and
husband. David. and Mrs. Linda
Houston and husband. Billy, all
of Murray. and Mrs. Lita Hash.
Louisville. half brother. Joe Lassiter. Murray.

S.S. agent
will be here
on Tuesday
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will
be in Murray at the Calloway
County Public Library on Tuesdays. June 13 and 27. from 1030
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
-Before getting his or her first
sob. because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number a least
two weeks before it will be needed.
-After a death in the family to see
if survivor benefits can be paid.
.When someone in the family is
disabled. to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
•At retirement - at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for Medicare 2 or 3 months before 65 even if
there are no plans for retiremeni
-Anyone with a question or with a
report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

Funeral rites for William (Bubba) Phillips Jr. will be today at 1
p.m. an the chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home. Benton. The
Rev. Steve Phillips and the Rev. Tim Cole will officiate. Burial will
follow in Benton Cemetery.
Mr. Phillips Jr., 62. Benton. died Tuesday, June 6. 1995. at 6:55
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah. He was a member of South
Marshall Baptist Church and of Laborer's Local #1214.
Preceding him in death were one son, Jody Phillips; one brother,
James Foss Phillips; and his parents, William H. Phillips and Amy
Wyatt Phillips.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Pamela June Ray. Paducah.
and Mrs. Lisa Ann Bohannon, Hardin; four sons, Mitchell Garland
Phillips, William (Bill) Lee Phillips and Kendall York. Benton. and
Keith Phillips. Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs. Glenda Carolyn Morris,
Smithland, Mrs. Linda Lou Slater, Calvert City, and Mrs. Mary
Frances Faughn. Benton; one brother, Charles Lee Phillips. Benton;
special family friend, Lena Ludell Phillips; 10 grandchildren.
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Noon Buffet (M-F, 11-1:30)
All You Can Eat - 32.95-Adun • 12.65-s. ast.
• 2 Meats • 4 Vegetables • 2 R•ces • Roll • Dessert

Daily Chinese Dish -

starting

52.55

• Entree • Egg Roll • Rice • Sesame Seed Wong
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Ho's Kitchen
Hwy 6.41 S • Murray Ky • (502)753 3788(502)753 t.
7 Days A Week • 6 am 2 pm 5 pm 10 pm

We Feature Name Brand Tires
Made in the USA.
Laramie • Remington
Firestone • Michelin
-op«, Saaonieye Unlit Moon-

Holland Tire Co.
East Main • 753-5606

Elmo L. Shupe Sr.
Elmo L. Shupe Sr., 74, Oxford. Ga.. died Tuesday. June 6, 1995, at
his home.
A sales engineer for Bostrum-Brady, he was a Navy pilot during
World War II. He was born Aug. 9, 1920, in Graves County.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Cappy Shupe; one daughter, Patricia Shupe. and one son, Elmo L. Shupe Jr., Lithonia. Ga.; one sister.
Mrs. Beryl Griffin. Hampton, Ga.; one brother, Kenneth R. Shupe,
Farmington; two grandchildren, Chris L. Shupe. Athens, Ga., and
Maria Zagula, Clearwater, Fla.
Memorial services will be Saturday at 3 p.m. at Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Lauer-day Saints, Tri-City. Elder Fredric
Coltharp will officiate.
Burial will be in Oakland Cemetery in Graves County.
Harris A. Ward, Inc. Funeral Home of Conyers, Ga., was in charge
of arrangements.

Notice
Hail Damage Victims'
Don Moore
Collision Repair Center
Wants Your Business
We Offer;,
'GM Factory Trained Technicians
•Two Factory Type Paint Booths
•Lifetime Guarantee On Paint & Body Work
•Free Pick Up & Delivery To And From Owensboro
•No Waiting List

THURSDAY Sz FRIDAY NIGHT
OPEN 5-9 P.M.

1-800-264-1766
•
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OFF
Collision Repair Center
1705 West 2nd • Owensboro, Ky.

STORE WIDE
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Singer 3/11 Cordless
50 pc. set w/case

3/4" Model 16048

Bosch 5- Random Orbit
Model 3283DVS

Drill/Driver

Bosch Router

Sander/Polisher

•0414•Irell tare 410411"40 mow ri "is
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Once

UPC

BUDGET BARN

.ncoonspou

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
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••to.-Neor.
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FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4' wide door

40-*
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MINS
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8x8
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18988

16

128 mg ft

Bosch 3i8"-Includes Extra
Battery & Caw

$750 $950 .1 150
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8 x 12
96 aq. ft

Cordless Ilyill

•tientucky Sales Tax Now included'
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Bet-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
758-1380
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Treas Lumber Do-it Center
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753-4461

- Your Home Investment Company Sine* 1884 2IC
Monday-Friday 730-8; Saturday 8-4
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